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USING ERIKSONIAN CONCEPTS IN OBSERVING DEVELOPMENTAL LEVELS IN TWO GROUPS OF PRE-SCHOOL
CHILDREN

In this study concepts from Eriksonrs widely cited theory of
child development were

operationa~ly defined

The purposes of the study were:

and empirically tes ted.

(1) to ascertain whether a set

of social workers with an unders tanding of Eriksonian theory could
use it ina meaningful way to observe pre-school children; (2) to
ascertain whether the theory could be used to differentiate between
culturally advantaged, culturally deprived, and, as emerged in the
analysis, handicapped children; (3) to ascertain whether the theory
could be used diagnostically to obtain information about a childrs
developmental level or problem area.
In the fall of 1966 six -paired observers using a schedule of
traits relating to Eriksonian concepts of developmental stages
studied a class of 21 pre-school children enrolled in an enrichment

program.

The children wereobserved.in their activities, data

cOInpared with tha t froIn cas erecords and froIn parent interviews
and analyz.ed on the basis of three categories of children--culturally
.' deprived, culturally advantaged, or

handicapped~-sevenchildren

in

each.
Pre-tests .led to a37 iteIn schedule, each item scored ona
IOO-point scale.

Ite.Ins consisted both of specific behavioral ques-

tions and of global ques tions calling for clinical judgment.

Tes·ts

were based on the means of paired observations.
Based ons ta tis tical inference the .followingfindings were
accepted:
(l)

Pos·itive global ite.Ins were ·inversely related to negative

global iteIns for stages children had passed through.

Only positive

gla,bal items were used for statis tical purposes.
(2)

For the global item.s, a significant relationship eInerged

between direct ob$ervations and case records , but not between
observations and parent interviews, nor betweencaserecQrds and
parent interviews.
(3) Although records correlated with observations, records

were tooincoInple teto be us eful for study purposes .
(4) Intra-pair reliability of observers only approached significance.
(5) Inter-pair reliability of observers was significant.

(6) A significant relationship was found between observers.'
global items and observers' selected items , but not betweenobservers.' global items and parents' global items.
(7')

Observers' global items tended to support the proposition

that a child mus t resolve the earlier stages before subs equent stages
can be resolved, but observers' selec fed items and parents;' global
items didnp t.
(8) Age and developmental level were related Jor both deprived and handicapped children, but not for advantaged children.
(9)

Deprived and advantaged children were significantly differ-

entiated from the handicapped children, but not from each other.
(10) Diagnos tic dis tinctions be tween individual children appeared which wererela ted to children's developmental levels and/or
problem areas, but not ina clear and systematic way .
. Findings tended to support Eriksonian theory, but further
refinements and related research are indicated.
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USING ERIKSONIAN CONCEPTS IN OBSERVING DEVELOPMENTAL
LEVELS IN TWO GROUPS OF PRE-SCHOOL CHILDREN

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

In this chapter an overview of the study, particularly the
nature of the study in general, its relationship to the field of social
work, the rationale, and the general approach are the central
concerns.

Subsequent chapters deal with theoretical background,

ITlethodology, findings, and evaluation of the findings.

Nature of the Study

In the fall of 1966 six paired observers using a schedule of
traits relating to Eriksonian concepts of developITlental stages
studied a clas s of pre- school children enrolled in an enrichment
prograITl.

The children were observed in. their activities, data

com.pared with the case records and with parents' interviews and
analyzed on the basis of three categories of children--culturally
deprived, culturally advantaged or handicapped.
The general aim was to determine whether a group of social
workers with an understanding of Erik H. Erikson r s (1963a, p. 273)
theory of developmental stages could use the theory with reliability
and validity. to observe pre- school children.
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Could the theory be used to differentiate diagnostically. among
:individual children, or among groups of children?

If so, Erikson-

ian theory and related practice were to be supported.

If not,theory

and research methods were to be questioned.

Hypotheses

The researchers utilized some of the child developmental
concepts of Erikson.

From this source a series of testable state-

ments was developed regarding the developmental levels of preschool children.

The general hypotheses were that:

(1) a set of

social workers with an understanding of Erikson's theory of developmental stages could use the theory, with reliability and validity
to observe pre- school children;

(2) the theory could be used to

differentiate between culturally advantaged, and culturally deprived
children; and (3) the theory could be used diagnostically to obtain
information about a child's developmental level or problem area.

Type of Study

The study approached basic research.

It was a theoretically

derived, empirical, fi.eld-observational study.

Erikson's theory

is based on his research as anthropologist, child 'analyst, and
training analyst.

The study represented an attempt to dip down

again into direct observation in such a way as to test out the

3

concepts.
The researchers were six social work graduate students who
had taken a yea!" s course largely devoted to Eriksonian theory.
They developed the operational definitions and reached agreement
regarding use of the questionnaire in direct observation.

Population

The twenty-one children observed were enrolled in a cultural
enrichment type of pre- school program of approximately 100 in the
Jewish Community Center, Portland, Oregon, intp.e fall" 1966.
Researchers had no· prior knowledge of individual subjects or of
their relevant characteristics, other than the fact that the study
group, included children culturally deprived, culturally. advantaged,
and physically and mentally handicapped.
Criteria for the selection of the culturally deprived children
. for the purposes of the study were those utilized by Gordon, et al.
(1966). These children were from families with "income level of
$3, 000 or less, speech deficiencies, little interaction with others,
functional illiteracy of family, emotional problems of family,
consistent school problems of older children, sub - standard family
life, poor nutrition, and drab family,life (Gordon, et al., 1966,

p.

l-~)."

The culturally advantaged children came from home s in

4

Setting

The pre- school program was part of an effort to reach out
to children of culturally deprived families.
the well- established pre- school program.

It had been added to
It included, in addition

.to the pre- school classes, casework and special eduation contacts
in the homes, trips, classes for parents in such areas as personal
grooming and housekeeping, health services and referxals, and
volunteer activities for parents.
The pre- school program for all the children included a
highly personalized approach to each child by the teachers, provision of many materials, and an attempt to provide for the
development of trust in consi stent relationships with teacher s.
Opportunities and equipment for vigorous play were provided, as
well as a diverse program of more quiet activities.

Included

were simple arts and crafts, singing, simple cooking, and
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individual and group games.
A previous study by Gordon, et al., (1966, p. 11 ... 6) had
studied the culturally deprived children.

It sought:, to~evaJ;ua:te.

the effects of the pre- school experience on disadvantaged children,
and compared two matched groups of deprived children, one which
had received pre - school experience and one which had not.

·T.hey

found that the average improvement in 1Q scores of the pre- school
group was no greater than that of the non-pre- school group.

How-

. ever, they found that the number of pre- schoolers showing improvement in 1Q scores was greater than the number of non-pre-schoolers showing improvement in 1Q scores.
Our study soug}1L to utilize a different approach from that of
Gordon, et al.

Whereas they compared two groups of deprived

children to determine the effects of pre- school, our study examined
one pre-school clas s of children to determine whether children:
could be divided into two groups, the culturally advantaged and the
culturally deprived.

Whereas they utilized well-known instruments,

we developed our own instrument and methods.
were measured.

Different traits

Whereas they utilized both pre- and post- meas-

ures to measure change over time, we made measurements during
one period of time.
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Relationship to the Field

The cultural enrichment program in which the pre- school
children enrolled had been funded in part through the Office of
Economic Opportunity.

The findings might be of use to other

projects connected with that office.

The expanding pre- school, day

care, and Headstart movements might benefit from the findings.
The growin,g general concern with the area of the handicapped
child was evidenced in the study.

Indeed, the particular pre- school

program for the handicapped antedated the recent expansion of
federal programs for the mentally retarded.

Secondary Aims

Erikson r S theory of developmental stages had been, a widely
taught and utilized one in the field of social work.

It formed, for

example, the major theoretical underpinning for the 1950 White
House Conference on Children and Youth.

A popular psychoana-

lytic theory, its currency extended through social work, psychiatry,
education, clinical psychology, child care, nursing, and beyond.
The project was undertaken with the intent of adding to the body of
knowledge available to those in the helping professions .
.It was expected that ob servational and study methods would
be developed that might serve as fruitful tools and productive
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techniques for future research.
It was hoped that the conclusions would stimulate greater
professioI+al and public interest in the child developmental processes.
Additionally, it was hoped that the study might be of value to
the host agency in its future program planning and development.

Limitations

The small size of the sample of children makes it difficult
to generalize to the population or to the community at large,
although the findings maybe considered as suggestive.
An attempt ~as made to get at the central PQints of theory.
Related questions arose.

Could any child advance in later stages

without having made a favorable resolution in an earlier stage?

To

;what extent were children working on two crises simultaneously due
to cultural expectations or other factors?

How differently did

children resolve developmental crises due to cultural expectation,
family and peer interactions?

How did advantaged children responcl

to the cultural enrichment program and to the deprived children?
Although there were some suggestive findings, such issues as these
were n0t dealt with definitively, due to the limitations of the study.
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General Approach

The research group utilized some of the child developmental
concepts of Erikson.

'From ';this ~ source we formulated lists of

testable statements regarding developmental levels of pre- school
children.

W,e' develop~d a: series of instruments, arriving at a

questionnaire to explore the developmental levels of children.
Pairs of researchers appLied the questionnaire technique to the
children in direct observation, to case records, and to parent
interviews about the children.

The children were 21 pre- school

children enr,olledin one of the pre-school classes at the Jewish
Community Center, Portland, Oregon, in the fall of 1966.

Children

included the culturally deprived, the culturally advantaged, and, as
became Ci.pparent, the physically and mentally handicapped.

Re-

searchers'intents were to explore some of the developmental
concepts of the widely-held theory, and to generate a related
. instrument that would be useful in the study of child development
and in the practice of the helping professions.

Rationale

Erikson's theory seeks to integrate biological, psychological,
and social aspects of the individual within stages of development.
,..Eachstage is conceived of as having its characteristic crisis and
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re solution.
The theory itself is dealt with Inore thoroughly in Chapter
Two.

At this point we simply note how it was used.
There are numerous theories of child development, and an

extensive literature on human growth and development.

However,

there is little known relationship between the more scientific
and the more psychoanalytic theories.
Erikson I s theory might be clarified, modified or enriched
in such a way that it could be expressed in terms of scientific
findings.

Or Eriksonian concepts might be used to contribute

to general theory around which scientific theory could be ordered.
As a first step Eriksonian theory would have to be shown to be
internally consistent and consistent with independently:derived
observations.
This study was involved at the point of testing, in a small
way,

whether Erikson's theory is subj ect to tests of internal

consistency, and reliability in application.
Erikson has. indicated that he does not believe that his
concepts are particularly amenable to empirical test., (1965 a"
footnote No.

16). Our study attempted to determine to what

extent hi s opinion might be justified.
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As an initial atternpt, this study was not a complete test of
the theory.

Rather, certain assumptions or hypotheses were made,

based on theory.
questionnaire.

Other assumptions led to the development of the

It was to be shown that a logical relationship

obtained among, theQry, hypotheses, questionnaire, and analysis.
In effect, it was the logical relationship which was undergoing
test.

While positive findings were to add to general knowledge and

were to tend to support the theory, they could neither prove nor
disprove Eriksonian theory.

Defini tions

Operational definitions were developed in an attempt to
provide as objective an account of the observational proces s as
possible.

Extended operational definitions included all steps in

conduct of the study, the researchers' scoring, the use of the
questionnaire and statistically derived- inferences.
In arriving at operational definitions, the researchers went
through a proces s of initial exploration of the theory.

Behavioral

items,· illustrative of Erikson's concepts, were culled from the
literature and included in a first schedule.

Pretesting and further

exploration of the definitions of the concepts led to a second
observational schedule, a trait schedule.

Subsequent pre-testing

and reformulations led to a final questionnaire which was derived

11

marked his scoring sheet accordingly, the score was the index of
the amount of basic trust.

Examples of Definitions

A child shows basic trust when he responds to normal stimuli
without undue anxiety.

Observed or expected behaviors that were

called trust included the child's appearing to (1) be sure of himself,
(2)be comfortable with new people or situations, (3.) enjoy looking
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at things and hearing sounds, and (4) be trusting.
A child shows basic mistrust when he responds to normal
stim.uli with anxiety, regression, and withdrawal.

Behaviors that

were called mistrust\;included the child's appearing to (1) get upset
when mother leaves him, (2.) spit up saliva or food often, (3.) overeq,t much or often, (4.) put things into his mouth often, (5.) cry, pout,
whine, or whimper.
Behaviors that were taken as generally indicative of the
first stage, basic trust versus basic mistrust, included: (1.) Receiving and. accepting what is given, e. g., taking in with mouth by
sucking, swallowing; taking in with eyes, with ears, with tactual
senses; spitting up and out; and (2) Actively incorporating, e. g. ,
taking in with mouth by biting, biting off, biting on through, chewing,qral testing; taking or holding with eyes, with ears; taking with
e;trms, gripping, grasping, holding; taking ·with interpersonal
patterns;, letting mother out of sight without undue rage or anxiety,
etc.
'Each of the following concepts entailed sirni1ar lists of
behaviors.

A child shows autonomy when he carries out activities with a
large degree of self-control and independence.

He shows sharne

when he is overwhe1rned by the self-conscious awareness that he is
witnessed too soon.

In such a case he shows defiant insensibility
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to himself and others, or refuses to risk direct encounter.
shows ,doubt when his confidence is shaken in mutual
between himself and his world.

He

regu~ation

In such a case he pretends self-

control he does not have or returns to an earlier oral control.
A child shows initiative when he enters freely into new undertakings and is moderately aggressive with language, play and
physical attack.

He shows initiative by independent action, imagin-

ative and imitative play and curiosity in se'Xuality, people, and
things.

A child shows guilt when he cannot enter freely int<:> under-

takings and cannot display aggression in play and language.

A

child may show self-righteousness, tireless initiative, selfpunishment, and resig:Q.ationin guilt behavior.
A child shows industry when he applies himself to given skills
and tasks, alone and with others, and takes pleasure in work
productiveness.

A child shows inferiority when he does not apply

himself to given skills and tasks and he displays feelings of inadequacy:in work situations ..
The reliability and consi stency of such

0

b s e rvation- ba sed

.inferences or judgments were testable and laid the

ba~,is for th~

central statistical inferences of the study.

Conclusion

: Thus, the purposes of the study were to explore and opera'-,
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tionalize concepts from. Erikson's theory, to develop an observa..,.
tional instrum.ent, and to put that instrum.ent to som.etheoretical,
observational, and diagnostic use.
Before dipping into the developm.ent of observational techniques it is necessary to exam.ine the theoretical superstructure.

CHAPTER II

A REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

In this chapter, the eight stages of man's psychosocial
development as delineated and advanced by Erik H. Erikson, will
be the central theme.
attention.
/.

The first four stages will be given particular

This is not because they are seenas having more

importance than any other stage or grouping of stages (Erikson,
1960), but because they·are the special interest of this study.

Since

the relationship of Erikson's conceptions to the purposes of this
study has as mu<;:h to do with their origins in psychoanalytic theory
C\.s it does with their application in the field of child development,
both aspects will be considered here.

Search of the Literature

In, reviewing the ,literature, the thesis group searched the
following sources:
Books by or about Erikson
P s yc hoanalyti c Journal s
Psychiatric Journals
Social Work Journals
Psychological Abstracts
Educational Index
General Periodic Literature Index
.Abstracts of Educational Theses
Social Work Theses
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Except for Erikson's work and selected classic contributions
to psychoanalytic literature, the search was 1itnited to the period
frorn1.960 to' 1966.

Other than that mentioned in Chapter I, litera-

ture on disadvantaged children was not reviewed.

The criteria

laid down by the Jewish Community Center were accepted for the
p\lrposes of this study, principally because the focus had to be on a
thorough and intensive study of the writings of Erikson.

Erikson's Psychoanalytic Base

. Erikson (1964 b) calls himself a Freudian and states,
"Sigmund Freud's monumental work is the rock upon whichexp1qration.and advancement must be based (1962 b, p. 8)." Maier and
others believe, however, that "Erikson's thinking presents a
decisive departure from, and an advance beyond, Freudian
psychology (1965, p. 16)." In order to broaden understanding of
his eight stages, one of Erikson's m.ajor divergences will be
considered here, namely, the completion of the shift, begun by
,Freud, from emphasis on the id to emphasis on the ego.

The Concept of the Ego as Freud. Left It

In the review of the history of psychoanalytic ego psychology
with which David Rapaport introduces Erikson's Identity and the
Life Cycle, the development of ego psychology is divided into four
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stages (1959).

The first three are contributions of Freud.

His

concept ofthe ego varied considerably over the years and culminated in the publication of The Ego and the Id, in 1923 (Erikson,

1959).

Freud's final view, often compared to Walter Cannon's

biological homeostasis concept, was that "the ego's integrative
functions included not only making compromises between opposing
forces but also establishing harmony between them (Lifshutz, 1964,

p. 4)."

Hartmann's Theory of Adaptation

Heinz' Hartmann (1964) gave to psychoanalysis the first coordinated theory of the relation of manto his environment, in
1937 .. Essentially he propounded that people are born.with "an
undifferentiated id- ego matri:x;, and" some primarily autonomous
potentials that have an inherent maturatioT,1al timetable

(Lifschutz,

1964, p. -S)." These potentials assure "a stage of adaptedness to
the average expectable environment, " and through the adaptation
process, the ego produces "secondarily autonomous functions, "
separating them from their original "involvement with the direct
instinctual gratifications

(Lifschutz, 1964, p. 5)." ·Although the

ego is essentially autonomous, then, regression, allowing "the use
of the primitive and archaic mechanisms" of both, sometimes
serves the process of adaptation (Lifschutz, 1964, p. 5).
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Erikson's Expansion of the Theory of Adaptation

Rapaport says that Erikson set the stage for the study of ego
epigenesis when he tied together the phases of psychosexual epigenesis and "the sequence of phases of psychosocial development
(Erikson, 1959, p. 14)." Erikson stresses the coordination.
between, the developing human being and his s0cial environment.
Th.is is similar to Hartmann's reference to the developmental
process which is "coordinated to typical experiences" or that is to
say, "triggered by average expectable environmental situations
(Hartmann, 1964, p. 104)." Erikson carries it somewhat further,
pQstu1ating a cogwheeling of the life cycles.

He says, " . . . it

means that the individual's life- stages are 'interliving, ' cogwhee1ing with the

st~ges

of others which rnove him along, as he moves

them JErikson, 1961, p. 151).

II

Lyncl (1961) points out that Adler, Horney, Fromm and
Erikson have all spoken of the need to know the particu.1ar social
milieu in which an individual personality was formed before an
attempt can be rnade to understand its behavior.

Erikson says

that cultural considerations are much rnare basic than the commonsense acceptance Hartmann, Kris, and Loewenstein, "find sufficient

(1959, p. 152).

II

Rapaport states, however, that Erikson and Hartmann do not
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essentially disagree.

He says,

The crucial characteristic of this psychosocial theory of ego development, and of
Hartmann's adaptation theory (in contrast
to the Hculturalist tl theories) is that they
offer a conceptual explanation of the individual's social development by tracing the
unfolding of the genetically social character
of the human individual in the CaUl'S e of hi s
encounters with the social environment at
each phase of his epigenesis. Thus it is
not assumed that societal norms are grafted
upon the genetically asocial indi.vidual by
1Jdisciplines!' and usocialization,1f but that the
society into which the individual is born
makes him its member by influencing the
manner in whi~~ he solves the tasks posed
by each phase of his epigenetic devel()pment
(Erikson, 1959, p. 15).

_._-

Lifschutes says,
Erikson carefully correlates the social, or
psychosocial crises of various ages and life
periods with the particular psychosexual
problems of the stages of instinctual development . . . For example . . . the issue of trust
versus mistrust, in Erikson's view, represents a psychosocial, adaptive crisis. He
notes that this dialectic problem in one form
or another, is universal and that every human
ego contains within it some sort of resolution
of the dilem.ma. The idea that these crises
occur universally obviously makes this a
particularly challenging theory (1964, p. 7).

The Charge Against Psychoanalysis

Eysenck is perhaps the most vocal critic of the psychoanalytic approach.

In the following two quotes, he says that psycho-
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analysis does not have claim to the field of science and that it
verifies its theory by pointing to its theory for proof.
. . . quite briefly and dogmatically. . . psychoanalysis in my view is trying to understand, rather
than explain; . . . consequently it is essentially
non- scientific and to be judged in terms of belief
and faith, rather than in terms of proof and
verification; and that lastly its great popularity
among non- scientists derives precisely
from its non- scientific nature, which makes
it intelligible and immediately applicable to
problems of ltunderstanding lf other people.
This judgment 1 believe to be a statement of
fact, rather than a value judgment. Religion
and art are two other non- scientific disciplines
which in spite of their lack of concern with
scientific truth have contributed greatly to
human happiness; to say that they are less
valuable than science implies a scale of
standards and values which itself is subjective
and non-scientific (Eysenck, 1959, p. 226).
What type of evidence other than the clinical
do Freud and his followers adduce in support
to their claims? There are two main varieties.
The first related to the integrated nature of the
whole body of hypotheses, theories, practices,
and treatments which makes up modern psychoanalysis. An integrated system of constructs in
science has unique advantages; it also has considerable dangers inherent in it. The advantages
lie in the mutual support which the various parts
of the system give to each other; the dangers
lie in the tendency for interpretations to be
biassed in terms of the analyst's preconceived
notions. This danger is particularly marked
in psychoanalysis because interpretation of
observations forms such a large portion of the
whole structure (Eysenck, 1959, p. 229).
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Some General Comments on Erikson's Eight Stages

Of his conceptions, Erikson says each developmental component, is "systematically related to all others and . . . they all
depend on the proper development in the proper sequence

(1959,

p. 53). . . " He goes on to say that each "virtue" exists in an
individual from the beginning of his life, but that each has its
. "stage oLascendency. . . when its rudiments must develop from
the inter-play of the advancing lifestages . . . with an expanding
social interaction. . . or remain retarded and stunted." So it is
that the virtues "become the inner strength of the human life-cycle
which has evolved as a safeguard of the continuity of psychosocial
evolution (1961, p. 153)."
Friedenberg is not comforted by this view, commenting,
"since we are all maimed. and twisted, and none of us is fully
. confrrmed in his potential. . . our life situation is always desperate but never serious

(1,965, p. 3).

If

·Maier (1965, p. 17), on the other hand, sees Erikson's views
as so optimistic that they represent one of his major divergences
from Freud, in that he stresses the "9.evelopm.ental opportunities
in the individual to triumph over the p-sychological hazards of
living" through resolution of the crises.
Maier (1965), also sees Erikson moving,away from Freud
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when he points to the total social com.p1ex as being as influential to
the individual, finally, as the m.other-father-child triad.

Lynd

agrees that Erikson goes beyond Freud to "explicit recognition of
the im.pQrtance of shifting social relations, a~d also of greater
surplus energy: in each stage (1961, p. 205).

I"

Elizabeth Meier (1964) and others point to Erikson's recognition of the psychosocial m.oratorium. required for strengthening
of identity as one of his im.portant contributions.

Erikson says,

Social institutions support the strength and the
distinctiveness of work identity by offering those
who. are still learning and experim.enting a certain
status-of-the-m.oratorium, an apprenticeship or
discipleship characterized by defined duties,
sanctioned com.petitions, and special freedom.s,
and yet potentially integrated with the hierarchies
of expectable jobs and careers, castes and classes,
guilds and unions (1959, p. 145).
Erikson stresses the polarity of the hum.an experience,
. noting, "Only in. the light of m.an's inner division and social antagonism..is a belief in his essential resourcefulness and creativity
justifiable and productive
Although

~rikson

(1959, p.6!, footnote No. 4)."

says "intuition and objective data, concep-

tua! fram.ework and experience are acceptable as the corners of the
area· to be staked out" by a clinician (1964 b, pp. 49-50), he says
also that "attem.pts at transverting clinical concepts into quantifiable items subj ect to experim.ental verification are always undertaken at the risk of the experim.enter

(1965, a, footnote No. 16).

11
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Erikson's Eight Stages of Man

A summary of the eight psychosocial stages of man as seen
by Erikson follows:

1.

Psychosocial Crisis:

Basic Trust Versus Basic Mistrust

In this, the first stage of life, covering roughly the -first
year, it is as if the child says,

"I am what I am given. (Erikson,

1959, p. 82)." Freud refers to this as the "oral" stage.

Erikson

says,
As the newborn infant is separated from his
symbiosis with the mother's body, his inborn
and more qr less coordinated ability to take in
by mouth meets the mother's more or less
coordinated ability and intention to feed him
and to welcome him (1959, 1. 56).
The newborn approaches life, then, in: an "incorporative" way, and
establishes with his mother a sense of mutual regulation.

Erikson

says, " . . . that in thus getting what is given, and in learning to
get somebody to do for him what he wishes to have done, the baby
also develops the necessary groundwork to get to be the giver
(1963 a, p.6). . ."
.During the latter part of the first stage the baby becomes
more acti:vely,involved in getting, and Erikson calls this the "active
incorporative mode

(1959, p. 59)." Not only does he find pleasure

in biting, but he learns to "grasp" objects whth his hands, his eyes,
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and his ears.

The successful resolution of this crisis, through

the ITlother's firm trustworthiness, provides a "consistency,
continuity, and sameness of experience (Erikson, 1963 a, p . .247) .. ,If
It forms for the child the basis of a r'sense of identity which will
later combine a sense of being 'all right' - of being oneself, and of
becoming what other people trust one will become

(Erikson, 1963 a,

p. 249)."
Finally, Erikson contends that it is not from frustration of
parental handling that children become neurotic, but from "lack or
loss of societal meaning

(1963 a, pp. 249-50)." However,

. . . even under the most favorable circumstances,
this stage seems to introduce into psychic life
(and become prototypical for) a sense of inner
division and universal nostalgia for a paradise
forfeited. It is against this powerful combination
of a sense of having been deprived, of having
been divided, and of having been abandoned - that
basic trust must maintain itself throughout life
(Erikson, 1963 a, p. 250).

II.

Psychosocial Crisis: Autonomy Versus Shame and Doubt

In the second stage it is as if the child says, "I am.what I
will (Erikson, 1959, p. 82)." This is the period of early childhood, spanning from approximately age one year through age three
years.

This stage corresponds roughly to the anal period as

described by Freud.

Erikson says,
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The anal zone lends itself more than any other
to the display of stubborn adherence to contradictqry impulses because . . . it is the modal
zone for two conflicting modes of approach,
which must become alternating, namely retention and elimination. Furthermore, the
sphincters are only part of the muscle system
with its general duality (1963 a, pp. 81 ~2) . . .
The muscle system of the child begins to mature and the
complex task of coordination extends itself into the all important
social modalities of holding on and letting go.

Each of these

modalities contains positive and negative forces.

To hold on can

m.ean to protect, to love or it can mean to confine, to hoard.

To

let go can mean to release, to let alone, or it can mean to discharge, as ammunition.

The learning of language at this time is

especially meaningful to the stage.
The c ri si s, then, become s one of autonomy (s elf - control,
will) versus shame and doubt (a sense of premature exposure, or
not being ready to control, and "secondary mistrust"). (Erikson,

1959, p. 68).

As in every stage, the social context in which the

child finds himself has much to do ,with successful solution. to the
crisis.

Erikson points out that much of o-q,r Western civilization

takes toilet training of the young quite seriously and as a result,
the crisis is often acute.

If the parenting persons are too severe

in. the "outer control" of the child at this time, they rob him Hof
his attempt gradually to control his bowels and other functions
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willingly and by his free choice

(Erikson, 1959, p. 68).

If

In such a

case, the child may regress, or pretend to be autonomous by overmanipulation of himself, or by a show of shamelessness.
This stage, therefore, becomes decisive
for the ratio between love and hate, for that
be tween cooperation and willfulness, and for
that between the freedom of self-expression
and its suppression. From a sense of selfcontrol without loss of self-esteem comes a
lasting sense of autonomy and pride; from a
sense of muscular and anal impotence, of
loss of self-control, and of parental overcontrol comes a lasting sense of doubt and
shame . (Erikson, 1959, p. 68).

---

The potential social order coming in this period is a sense
of law and order.

III.

Psychosocial Crisis: Initiative Versus Guilt

In the third stage it is as if the child says, "l am what I can
imagine I will be

(Erikson, 1959, p. 82).

and fifth year are covered.

II

Roughly, the fourth

This is also known as the play age, and

generally corresponds to the phallic stage as identified by Freud.
The intrusive mode, dominating much of the
behavior of this stage, characterizes a variety
of configurationallY,lfsimilar lf acti'vities and
fantasies. These include the intrusion into
other bodies by physical attack; the intrusion
. into other people's ears and minds by aggressive
talking; the intrusion into space by vigorous
locomotion; the intrusion into the unknown by
consuming curiosity (Erikson, 1959, p. 76).
Erikson points to three developments which contribute to this
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stage:

(1) freedom of movement, resulting from the muscular

mastery of the previous stage,

(2) ability to use language - and

ask questions, and (3) expanding iITlagination.

In his independence,

the child begins to consider future possibilities.

He visualizes

himself as grown up, begins making comparisons and develops
ceaseless curiosity about size differences, especially sexual
differences.

Thi sis the time that children look to parents of their

own sex as models for possible imitation and see them as rivals
for parents of the other sex.

HBoth the girl and the boyare now

extraordinarily appreciative of any convincing promise of the fact
. that someday they/will be as good as father or ITlother - perhaps
better

.:(E~ikson,

1959, p. 78)."

. Erikson says that "being on the mp.ke, " describes best the
social modality of this stage since it "suggests enjoyment of
COITlp etiti on, insistence on goal, pleasure of- conquest. "This
applies to both boys and girls.

In boysitiITlplies attack; in girls

it has to do' with making oneself "attractive and endearing" (1959,
p. 78).
A sense of guilt is payment for Wicked oedipal wishes and it
is in this stage that "the great governor of initiative, namely,
conscience, becomes firmly established ,(Erikson, 1959, p. 80)."
AlthQugh this is the base of morality, an overemphasis of guilt
can be finally damaging to ITlo,rality.

Erikson says that "co:p.flict
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over initiative may find expression in a self-restriction which
keeps an individual from living up to his inner capacities

(1959,

p. 81)," and potential pathology may be found in hysterical denial
or Ilovercompensatory showing off (Erikson, 1963 a, p. 257).

IV.

If

Psychosocial Crisis: Industry Versus Inferiority

In the fourth stage, it is as if the child says, "I am what I
learn (Erikson, 1959, p. 82)."

These are the grammar- school

years of children in this culture but in Ilall cultures, at this stage,
children receive some systematic instruction, (Erikson, 1959, p ..
83) . . . II

This is the time Freud calls latency. Erikson writes,
. . . before the child, psychologically already
a rudimentary parent, can become a biological
parent, he must begin to be a worker and potential
provider. With the oncoming latency period, the
normally advanced child forgets, or rather sublimates, the necessity to "make" people by
direct attack or to became papa and marna in a
hurry; he now learns to win recognition by
producing things. He has mastered the ambulatory field and the organ modes. He has experienced a sense of finality regarding the fact
that there is no workable future within the
womb of his family (1963 a, pp. 258-59). . .

Through mild coercion from adults, the child develops a
sense of industry, a desire to do things well, a satisfaction in
completing work and "a positive identification with those who know
things and know not to do things

(Erikson, 1959, p. 87.)." This is

a socially decisive stage, since the child is learning to take his
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place beside others and with them in the work of society.

It is

different from the other stages in that the major adjustment is outside the child; there is no "swing from a violent inner upheaval to a
new master

(Erikson, 1959, p. 88)."

Since the "ego boundaries include. . . tools and skills

(Erik-

son, 1963 a, p. 259)," the danger of this stage lies in failure to
identify with the "tool world" thereby bringing on a sense of inadequacy and inferiority, "the feeling that one will never be any
good (Erikson, 1959, p. 87)." Other dangers are that the child
may "remain prematurely fixed in being nothing but a good little
worker, " or fail to achieve "enjoyment of work" and "pride of
doing"

(Erikson, 1959, p. 88).

Technological elements of this period contribute to potential
social order.

V.

Psychosocial Crisis; Identity ·Versus Identity Difusion

This is the adolescent period, generally (Erikson says the
crisis may last well into the twenties, however), in which the
psychosocial modalities are:
share being oneself"

"to be oneself (or not to be )" and "to

(1959, p. 166). This "final assembly of all

the converging identity elements at the end of childhood (and the
abandonment of the divergent ones)!' is of special interest to Erikson (1959, p. 116).

He has concentrated on the study of this
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period in order to magnify one of his stages under a "clinical
microscope."

His book, Young Man

Luthe~

was written "to show

how identity is related to ideology (Erikson, 1960, p.47) •.

rl

Erik-

son says that from a genetic viewpoint,
the process of identity formation emerges as an
evolving configuration- -a configuration which is
gradually established by successive ego syntheses
and resyntheses . . . gradually integrating constitutional givens, idiosyncratic libidinal needs,
favored capacities, significant identifications,
effective defenses, successful sublimations, and
consistent roles (1959, p. 116).
The danger in this period lies in identity diffusion.

It

usually happens when the youth is faced simultaneously with the
demand for "physical intimacy, " decision on "occupational choice",
"competition~'and

p. 123).

"psychosocial self-definition"

(Erikson, 1959,

In this case he may choose to "be nobody or somebody bad,

or indeed, dead" rather than "be not-quite- somebody". (Erikson,
1959, p. 132).
identity.

In that case, there is total regression to a negative

In his most recent writing, Erikson looks to a combining

of negative and positive identities into an inclusive identity as the
answer to conflicts which destroy world peace

(1965 b., p. 247).

Ideological perspectives, then, are the elements of social
order related to thi s stage.
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VI.

Psychosocial Crisis: IntilTIacy Versus Isolation

This is the first stage of adulthood.
Erikson says,

"

Using Freud's terlTI,

. . it is only now that true genitality can fully

develop (1963 a, p. 264). . .
terlTI s "solidarity" and

'I

II

Erikson hilTIself often links the

di stantiation lf to the term Ifintimacy, If

indicating readines s to declare and protect one 's es s ential psychosocial sphere.

The psychosocial modality now becomes:

and find oneself in another"

(Erikson, 19'59, p. 166).

"to lose

The young

adult who is confident of his identity is prepared for intimacy:
. that is, the capacity to cornmit himself to
concrete affiliations and partnerships and to
develop the ethical strength to abide by such
commitments, even though they may call for
significant sacrifices and cOlTIpromises. Body
and ego must now be masters of the organ modes
and of the nuclear conflicts, in order to be able
to face the fear of ego loss in situations which
call for self-abandon: in the solidarity of close
affiliations, in orgasms and sexual unions, in
clo se friendships and in physical combat, in
experiences of inspiration by teachers and of
intuition from the recesses of the self. The
avoidance of such experience because of a
fear of ego loss may lead to a deep sense of
isolation and consequent self-absorption
(Erikson, 1963 a, pp. 263 - 64).
Ways of cooperation and competition established at this
stage, contribute to a wider social order.
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VII.

Psychosocial Crisis: Generativity Versus Stagnation

Erikson says this stage is a central one on both the psychosocial and psychosexual schedule since it "encompasses the evolutionary development which has made man the teaching and instituting as well as the learning animal (1963 a, p. 266)."
social modality is:
1959, p. 166).

The psycho-

"to make be and to take care of" ,(Erikson,

The termgenerativity includes the terms "product-

ivity" and "creativity".

Although it primarily refers to "the

concern in establishing and guiding the next generation", it does
not always require the application of this drive to ones own offspring (Erikson, 1963 a, p. 267).
However, when "such enrichment fails altogether, regression to an obsessive need for pseudo-intimacy takes place, often
with a pervading sense of stagnation and personal impoverishment
'(Erikson, 1963 a, p. 267)."
Patterns of education and tradition established in this stage,
contribute to social order.

-:VIII.

Psychosocial Crisis: Ego,.Integrity Versus Despair

This is,the final stage of life.
are:

The psychosocial modalities

"to be through, having been, and to face not beingjE:rikson,

1959, p. 166)." Erikson says that Ita wise Indian, a true gentleman,
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and a mature peasant share and recognize in one anothe r the final
stage of integrity (1963 a, p. 269)." Such men accept "that an
individual life is the accidental coincidence of but one life cycle
with but one segment of history (Erikson, 1963 a, p. 268)."
Fear of death indicates "lack or loss of. . . ego integration
(Erikson, 1963 a, p. 268)."

Despair, the feeling that there is too

li ttle time to start another life, is then hidden in expre s sions of
di sappointment and di sgust.
Integrity "is the ego's accrued assurance of its proclivity for
order and meaning, (Erikson, 1963 a, p. 268)."

Wi sdom is the

contribution of thi s stage to social order.

Erikson Reviewed

Erikson has been writing and publishing widely since 1930.
His chief contributions, however, have been compiled in the four
following major works:
Young Man Luther (1958)
Identi ty and the Life Cycle (1959)
Childhood and Society (2nd Ed., 1963)
Insight and Responsibility (1964)

Favorable Reviews

For the most part, Erikson has been well received.

Graham

t1964>- credits him with integrating psychoanalytic psychology,
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with the social sciences and points to the wide multi-disciplinary use
of his concepts as proof.

Perry notes tha.t Erikson himself draws

on materials from various sources to demonstrate how they may
all contribute to understanding, since of course,

"no one discip-

line can fully explain child development (Perry, 1965, p. 115).

II

George Mohr's remarks on Identity and the Life Cycle, seem
to sum up the favorable reception and understanding of Erikson's
work:
Erikson presents highly signi(icant social and
cultural considerations pertinent to personality
development in an exceptionally clear and
stimulating form. His felicitous ordering of
developmental sequences into forms consistent
with clinical, sociological, and anthropological
observation is imaginatively invested with the
flesh and blood of living human experience as
sensed by the author. His capacity to interpolate
the 'inner meaning' of life experience to the
individual is complemented ~y linguistic and
literary stylistic gifts that permit an unusual
order of communciation to this reader, who
always finds the writing interesting and more
than occasionally exciting. The considerable
confusion attendant on the effort to order into
under standable form the numerous environmental
influences that operate upon the developing childhood and adolescent organism, and to correlate
these with what is known in the biological and
psychological spheres, is significantly lessened.
Thequality.6f what it is that. isconttibuted. to
the personality by culturally determined variations
in experience is more tangibly grasped in the
reading of these papers than in any writing familiar to this reviewer. The author's concept of
identity is an extraordinarily useful contribution
to a theory of personality development, as is
his envisaging of the continuities that operate
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throughout the life cycle, illuminatingly suggested
in his epigenetic schemaari.d chart. The assembling of these papers in a monograph sets a high
standard for the series of publications planned
by the editors of Psychological Issues (1960,
p. lOS).

Somewhat Less Favorable Reviews

There are those who criticize Erikson for his "tedious
reiteration of phases of the life cycle
and

oth(~rs

(Esman, 1965, p. 119),"

who complain that he looks to children in other times

and other cultures for his supporting material

(Mackler, 1964;

Rubinfine, 1965).

"Erikson relies

Henry (1965, p. 617) says,

too much on his untested associations which has impaired his
theoretical apparatus and caused him to fall behind the times. "
Young Man Luther seems to bring out the severest criticism.
Lowenfeld says it "is occasionally over written, and Erikson
chooses very individual formulations whose place within the framework of psychoanalysis is not always evident (1960, p. Ill). fI
McCurdy is skeptical of the Iftypical psychoanalytic move to explain
Luther's theology as being a projection of a conflict with his
earthly father . . . His character and talents. are revealed as springing from an anal-erotic fundament

(1959, p. 202). . . "

Winnicott

(1965, p. 191), on the other hand, appears to be impressed by
Erikson's deep involvement with the subject of identity dealt with
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in the book.

The Field of Child Development in Relationship to this Study

In our survey of recent child development research, no
studies relating directly to,Erikson's conceptions have been found.
The research has dealt extensively with:
rearing practices

infant care and child

(Escalona, Sears, Kohn, Sewell, Caldwell);

parent-child separation (Bowlby, Gardner, Spitz, Yarrow);
parental discipline

(Becker and Bronfenbrenner); effects of mass

media (Maccoby and Siegel); intelligence (Piaget, Sigel, White);
effects of early group experience
ology (A. Freud, Spitz);

(Swift and J ersild); and path-

(Hoffman, 1964).

Although findings

do not tend often to conflict with Erikson's concepts, none is
sufficiently tied to them to have any pCl-rticular meaning.
In the following passage, Anna Freud, one of Erikson's
teachers, discusses child development as seen by a child psychoanalyst:
If we examine our notions of average normality
inde.tail, we find that we expect a fairly. close
correspondence between growth on the individual
developmental lines. In clinical terms this
m.eahs that, to be a harmonious personality, a
child who has reached a specific stage in the
sequence toward emotional maturity (for example,
object constancy), should have attained also
corresponding:levels in his growth toward bodily
independence (such as bladder and bowel control,
loosening of the tie between food and mother),
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in the lines toward companionship, constructive
play, etc. We maintain this expectation of a
norm. even though reality presents us with
m.any exam.ples to the contrary. There are
num.erous children, undoubtedly, who show a
very irregular pattern in their growth. They
m.ay stand high on some levels (such as
maturity of em.otional relations, bodily
independence, etc.) while lagging behind in
others (such as play where they continue to
cling to transitional objects, cuddly toys, or
developm.ent of com.panionship where they persist in treating contemporar"ies as disturbances
or inanim.ate objects). Some children are well
developed toward secondary thought, speech,
play, work, com.munity life while rem.aining
in a state of dependency with regard to the
management of their own bodily processes,
etc. (Freud, 1965, pp. 84- 5).

Conclusion

There is m.uch concern presently in the field of behavioral
science about predictive and preventative studies.

Ernst Kris's

writing form.ulated som.e ideas which are guidelines for those
involved in such studie s.

In a mem.orial lecture honoring him,

Anna Freud spoke of Kris's Itambition 'to recognize . . . sym.ptomatologybefore it comes manifest (1958, p. 97). . . "' She said,
"He regretted, as we all do, that our assessments are inexact,
that our diagnoses usually come too late

(1958, p. 96).

"

Kris proposed the approach of integrating observational and
reconstructive data, believing that this study

method~

"will teach

us more about typical sequences in child developm.ent and. . . in
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turn, such additional knowledge will enable us to forsee and
anticipate pathology (Freud, 1958, p. 98) . . . "
Pye says that Erikson has made the beginning; he "worked at
the creative stage in the development of a promising approach.
The next stage will have to be one of increased precision in the
staternent of propositions and increased rigor in empirical testing

(1961, p. 220)."
This study is one such attempt.

,I
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.' CHAPTER III

GENERAL METHODOLOGY

The ProbleITl

General Hypothesis

The ·aiITl of the research design was to tes t the hypothes.is tha t
aset of social workers with a basic understanding of Erickson's
theory of developITlental stages could use the theory in a ITleaningful
way to observe pre-school children.

The general hypothesis was

selected as ITlentioned in chapters one and two, because of the ever
present concern of practitioners in the behavioral sciences to test
their theories and ,subjective judgITlents by eITlpirical ITle thods .

The

practitioner, to ,iITlprovehis efficacy, ITlust subject the results of
his treatment to objective eva,luation. ,His bases of treatment, i. e.
the' theoretical fraITlework froITl which he feels, ,plans and ac ts,
must also ,be accessible to objective study, or elseheworksfroITl
a solips'is tic base: I ITlyself am judge of wha t I know and do and of
the outcome.

Combined with cultural expectations, this can be

witchcraft, not science as we unders tand it today.
Ex.perimentshave been conduc ted over the pas t 20 years to
translate clinical phenoITlenainto terminology acceptable to the
empirical researcher.

Ten years ago, Eysenck direc tly challenged
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psychotherapies, particularly those based on Freudian theory.
Despite refutations of his findings, the issue remains .open, primarilybecause c.linical evaluations are subjective and no satisfactory objec tive measures have been agreed upon among therapis ts.
Recently. there has been a spate of studies direc ted toward measurement of treatment outcome by the use of trait scales developed
throughfac tor analysis.

The child development theories of Piage t

are currently being tes ted by empirical experiments.
We reasoned that s.inceErikson's theoretical system, an
expansion of Freudian principles, was used in social work -practice, es tablishment of the validity of the theory would bring the
Eriksonian conceptl,lal sys tern into the mains tream of present day
scientific thought.

The tas kof t he group was to devise a method

whereby the theory could be made acces sible to empirical tes ting.
Much semantic clarification and refinement of the concepts (trus t,
autonomy, etc.), a cons tant tas:k of the scientific researcher, was
necessary.

Greenwood puts :it this way:

.Scientificlanguageismore accurate andprecise than
is .lay language. This means specifically that its concepts are employed by all with re.lative uniformity, and
that these concepts can differentiate degrees of variability within and between relationships. Such accuracy
and precision are not automatic produc ts . . Scientis ts
are engaged in a perpetual program of weeding out the
ambiguity and vagueness that surround the concepts in
their discipline. They constantly seek to clarify,the
relationships of ideas to terms to referents, and
thereby bring an ever closer alignment of the
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struc tureof their -language to the reality it purports to
describe (1961, p. 53).
Also, improvement of social work practice, particularly in
the diagnostic evaluation ,of children, would result if it could be
demonstrated that (a) different workers did not come up with different results, (b) the children could ,be identified as resolving a particular stage or crisis, (c) an ins trument could be developed as a
diagn,os tic tool.

A further possibility was the valid us eof suchan

ins trument by members of other professions who had not undergone
the training in Eriksonian theory.

If a child could be determined to

be in a particular stage, the instrument might be used to ,predict
where he should be, say, six months in the future.

Terms of the General Hypothesis

By a "set of social workers" we referred to the research
group of six second-year students.

Unders tanding of the theory

came from course work in :human growth and development, ,and
intensive study of Erikson's writings.

By a "meaningful way"',

we proposed to develop an :ins trument and apply it to a group of
children, to come up with something that was reliable and conformedto both Eriksoniantheoryand social work principles.

We devel-

oped a series of sub-hypotheses to deal with these separate
considerations and to control the varlables.

t
\

\

These sub-hypotheses
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will be stated after a review of the procedures to which they related.
Since this is a me thodological study, me thodology will be recorded
.in greater detail than in other studies.

Des.ign and Execution of the Pre-tes t

Since Erikson's concepts are highly abstract, and the researcher·'s goal included an empirical test, the question arose as
how best to ,make systematic observations. -Reliability of the concepts depended as stated above on referents of the concepts being
·s tandardized for all obs ervers.
Asa first approximation, we wanted to develop a denotative
definition by tes ting referents from Eriksonianliterature.

Sixty-

seven ,key behavioral phrases were drawn from his writings, as
referents of the concepts, such as trus t, autonomy, etc., and
assembled on afout-page mas ter schedule under headings of e·ach
developmental phase.

for this tes t major emphasis was placed on

the first four stages since the population was presumably of nursery school age, three to five.

Observations were to .be blind,

without knowledge of the background or age of individual children.
Outs tanding trai ts of later. stages were ·kept in mind, for a future
decision on whether they would be useful for the study.

The sched-

uleincluded a five-point scale from 0 to 100 with designated points
a verbal quantity:

nil, mild, average, strong, maximum.

The
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score recorded by the observer was a pertensity rating, Le., the
intensity of the observed behavior over one minute intervals.
Space was allotted for optional descriptive comments and notations
of behavior not observed, absent, or which the child seemed unable
to perform.

Total observational period was 30 minutes.

Prior to the test, training sessions were held to reach agreement on which behaviors would be included under the indices for
each stage.

We decided on paired observers each rating different

subjects, to provide data for inter-pair and intra-pair reliability
tes ts .
An observation period was arranged at the Jewish Community
Center, during recreational period in the play yard, to observe the
children at their mos t phys ically ac tive time.

Subjec ts and obser-

vers were assigned at random.

Results of Pre-test

Discussion of the pre-tes t brought out the following difficulties:
(1) the schedule was unwieldy and interfered with direct observation;

(2) certain items such as "sphincter control" were not observable in
the setting--other sources of information were needed; (3) activities
observed were difficult to relate to the indices, i. e., if a child
repeatedly held and released the exercise bar, would this be rated
as "gripping or grasping" (Stage I) or "repetitiveness Jl , and
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"holding on or letting go at will" (Stage II); (4) the Eriksonian
qualities were not adequately divided.

For example, further clar-

ification of "industry" behavior as opposed to "inferiority" behavior
was needed; (5) the one-minute frequency and intensity ratings
,interfered with observation; (6) it was not possible to observe all
the behavior of ac tive children, par ticularly in such an active group.
After consideration of alternatives such as (a) to observe
fewer traits or categories, (b) to have each researcher observe
one child, to divide behaviors to be observed among researchers,
or (c) to study and refine the schedule, we decided that difficulties
(2), (3), and (4.) above could bes t be overco.me by fur ther study and
refinement of the schedule and use of teachers, parents and records
as sources of non-observable data.

Our purpose of testing the

theory would bes t be served by enriching the behaviors and categories with additional Eriksonian phrases.

Difficulty (l) scheduling

during observation weleft to a later decision, and (5) we accepted
as a limitation of child studies.
behavior.

It is not possible to observe all

Also, all behavior occurs in context, and the research

project could not include or limit the entire context.
One pair of social workers pre-tested the schedule ona random s elec tionof case records .

Unwieldiness of the schedule, and

active children were not a problem, but the records contained too
littleinforma tion for meaningful rating.

They did, however,
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contain some "n.on-obs ervable" da ta, and we decided to keep them
as a source for further tests of reliability over sources, to be
described Jater in a discussion of the related hypotheses.

Operational Definitions

While mos t scientific definitions are denotative, the task set
by the Thesis Committee at this point was to develop and use opera.tional definitions of Erikson's concepts in this instance.

Our first

step was to .identify the significant components for this study, as
part of the generating operational definition, to be summarized
below.

There are two types of operational definitions, the genera-

ting and the identifying.
Erikson used a denotative type of definition which in .effect
was an identifying operation; Le. each concept (autonomy, .sham.e,
indus try) could be defined in term.s of all usages pas t and present
and the traits specified by these usages.
. . . thus, I feel tha t discussants would do well to study
each key word in its origins, in its usage in various
periods and regions and in other -languages (I960, p.
44.) •

We decided accordingly to collec t and record items which
would be referents of each key word from etymological sources,
as well as from Erikson's writings.

Each researcher, hence,

chos e one (or two) key words, res tric ting study to the four early
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stages, because.of the voluminous material, the age of the study
population, and an examination of phrases and behaviors of later
stages.

To give some limited examples , identity deIlotes concern

within-group and out-group, ,ideology, and future occupation; generativity with productivity and guiding the future generation.

Al-

though rudimentarily present, the referents did not closely pertain
,to childhood.

The -researchers consulted Erikson's writings and a

nllmberof dic tionaries to compile a lis t of synonyms, traits and
behaviors and develop a general summary definition of the key
word.

We included review of Spock because Er·iksonmentioned

this author as one of his own references.

We also checked dic-

tionariesof the two, major scientific researchlanguages, French
and German for meanings, but none of these three sources was
used ,in thefina.l compilations largely because we did not intend the
list to include all child behavior, nor were the other1anguage
sources, in their primary definitions, as related to children, significantly different from our English definitions. ' We reasoned that
this remained close to Erikson's thought, both in suggesting study
of the key words to reach their meaning and his statement:
However, I believe, that there is an intrinsic relation" ship between ego and language and that despite passing
vicissitudes, certain basic words r-etain essential
meanings (1963, p. 274).
Our aim was to refine the key words to these essen.tial
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sis tently" , "chooses", "car riesou ts iz ed .things".

Development of the Ques tionnaire and Scale

The group compiled the master ·lis ts into an eight-page
schedule.

Our firs t task of refinement was to eliminate vague

terms such as confident,passive, dependent, energetic, which
appeared on several lists.

Next we delineated sharply between .the

stages .by selecting behaviors and inferential attitudes closest to
the essential meaning of the key word.

This·was done by consen-

sus on the ,meanings of the key words as defined in dic tionaries ,
and on terms such as dawdling, choosing, initiating action and the
behaviors to be categorized under these terms .

Also, in deciding

what was vital to each stage, we discussed how Erikson differentiated between stages.

Erikson's theory is epigenetic--a theory

,of emergentism as opposed topre-formism.

Emergentism assumes

new properties added in each s tageof the life cycle.
the stages overlap, each stage brings new properties.
words:

Thus, although
In Erikson's
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Initiative adds to autonomy the quality of undertaking,
planning, and "attacking" a task for the sake of being
more active and on the move, where before self-will,
more often than not, inspired ac ts of defiance or, at
any rate, protested independence (1963, p. 255).
Following this model we discerned the new properties added
in each stage.

For example, indus try adds to ini tia tive -inteores t in

work or learning for itself, completion of tasks, competitiveness,
and satisfaction on completion.

In the earlier stage (that of initia-

otive) the child is concerned with individual ac tivity, exploring people,
toys, his imagination, beginning tas ks (being on the move , undertaking and "attacking") without completion and mastery of the task,
or working and competing with others being dom.inant charac teristics.
We also differentiated between the negative and positive
asopectsof each stage.

Here we encountered particular difficulty

because judging between, for example, autonom.y and false autonom.y (indicative of practice in self control as conflict resolution as
well as being sham.e behavior) depends on frequency and intensity •
Without objec tive m.easures of these dim eons ions , we decided to keep
them in mind during observations and test our objectivity against
outside sources (records, parents, teachers).
After the above refinem.ents, a ques tionnairewas drawn up
with 30 indices, each of which had its behavioral components, and
inferences from behavior not spelled out. Seven summary , or global
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questions were added using Erikson's key word as a basis for
clinical judgment.

The judgment was to ,include -all data relating

to stages that the social workers absorbed in course work and
agreed on ,in the discussions of semantics.

We considered the

central or global ques tion, for example, "How much autonomy does
the child $how?" to be primary, and the other indices, ancillary
to the stage.

Analysis of the relationships of the components and

the global question would provide ·inform.ationon the force of each
ques tion.or combination of ques tions in predic ting the stage.
As a quantifying .tool we developed ahundred..,point scale.
Further procedures in gathering data through observation, records
and parent interviews were agreed upon and will be discussed below.
Validation of Erikson's theory required a tes t of behavior, feelings
and inner states, in accordance with his summary of key words,
repeated here Jormethodological clarification:
In des cr-ibing the grow th and the. c ris e s of the human
personas a series of alternative basic attitudes such
as trust vs. mistrust, we take recourse to the term
a "senseo!", although, like a "sense of health", or
a "sense of being unwell", such "senses" pervade
surface and depth, consciousness and the unconscious.
They are, then, at the same time ways of experiencing
accessible to introspection, ways of behaving, observ~
able by others; and unconscious inner states determinable by tes t and anal ys is . It is impor tant to' keep these
three dimensions in mind, as we proceed (1963, p.
251) .
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We used the questionnaire as a guide to observing behaviors;
we also used the situation in which the child was observed and his
overt responses, i. e., crying, sucking, blushing, doing what
teacher said, following others, to draw inferences about his experiepcing and inner states.

Generating Operational Definition

Earlier, we referred to two types of operational definition:
the·identifying or testing type and the generating or creative type.
Up to this point in recording the study we have concentrated on the
identifying type.

In a study such as this, which ,includes clinical

judgments, however, conceptualization and the devising of method
proceed simultaneously.
The generating operational defini tion cons is ted in the above
steps (a) identification.of the significant components Jor the study,
(b) discussion by eac·hpair and by the group of problems of interpretation, discrepancies and rules for deciding to increaseinstrumentreliability and s·pecification of the physical conditions,
materials andsernantics, (c) use of a scale of a hundred points with
two ends and the middle specified and the intervals unders toad as
being equally divided into segments, plus discussion of this scale
as a recording ins trurnent, further to specify conditions in rating
on the scale, and (d) a deliberately flexible procedure for using
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clinical judgments to arrive a t a summary score on the scale.
Aspects of steps remaining are now discussed in further
detail.

The Scale

To carry out the s tatis tical tes ts a quantifying scale 'was
desirable.

The group decided on a scale of a hundred points with

the intervals understood as being equally divided into segments.
The zero end of the scale indicated absence of the behavior, while
the 100 end, presence in a high degree.

Midpoint was "average"

in the trait, but no ,other paints were designated by verbal quantities.
A more refined scale, with specific words for degrees of measurement, would more closely standardize obs ervation, but we reasoned
tha t clinical judgments being tes ted included the individual' researcher 's tendency to rate pers·is tently high or low .

Each ancil-

lary ques tion was given a score, as were the primary or glo,bal
questions.

Population

Twenty-two childr'en of the or-iginal group described as
deprived remained at the day nursery.
throughout three classes.

They were distributed

We decided on,a more intensive study

of one class rather thana cursory study of the larger group as
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(1) the pre-tests showed the impossibility of observing and record-

ing a ..large number of variables or a large number of children,; (2)
fur ther uncontrollable variables would be added if we tried to
observe all classes, e. g., different proportions of study children
in each class; teacher variability; change in activity and setting
be tween morning and afternoon clas s es .
one afternoon class of 21 children,

The group s elec ted was

eight described as deprived in

the soc iological study mentioned in. c hapter one, and 13 des c r-ibed
as privileged in the same study.

Children were assigned to obser-

verteams at randQm, with each pair assigned at least one underprivileged child .

Observations were made blind, with no access to

records or teacher information which would identify the children as
deprived or privileged.

Situation :and Time

Children were observed for .four fifteen-minute periods ,
within the duration of one month.

Pre-tests of 3D-minute periods

showed no noticeable difference in activity between 15 and 30
minutes in one setting.

Each of the four observations would take

place, if possible, in a different setting; yard, playroom, crafts
shop, or snack table, in order to observe the child in a variety of
situations.

It was not possible to observe every child ineach·situ-

ation, but we hoped to minimize the effec t of "good and bad days"
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and seeing the child only at his favoriteor·least pleasant activity,
by observing under varied circums tances.

Unobserved experiences,

per tinent to the study, such as how the child behaved when mother
left, were filled.in from consultations with the teachers.
Behavior observed outside the

offici~l

study time was to be

discussed with the co-observer if it radically changed the researcher's ra.ting of the child.
jects was held.

Otherwise no other discussion of the sub-

Only in one instance was discussion necessary.

On first observation the child did not speak, but later was observed
to talk.
After completing the four observations, each .member made
a summary rating of the child.

This summary was to be the final

clinical judgment, rated on the scale.

It was deliberately 'left up

to each to decide how to arrive at this' score, .whether through
averaging or re-rating, as a principal variable for reliability tests
to be made.

All observations, recorded material used and inter-

views were -limited to the s tudyperiod of two months.

Records

Since study and control groups were observed blind, use of
records and interviews followed observations.

The research teams

read the records and rated on the ques tionnaire scale individually.
The only discussion related to whethe;Or each researcher had rated
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on all questions.

Those left blank .by one of the pair and not the

other were related to ,information in the record.

If the rating .had

been ,made by inference, no change was made, but if the rating was
based on behavior prior to the study period, it was changed.

Interviews

Training sess·ions were held to s tandardizepresentationof
the questions, to 'parents. ,Explanations of the questions with samples
of specific activities in which a child might, for example, "repeat
the same thing again and again" were developed.

The ques tionnaire

waspre-tes ted onnon-s tudy ,mothers to uncovex ambiguities and _
develop interpretations to n,on-Eriksonian oriented parents .

The

mother was selected as prime informant, because this gave greater
control over the variable of fatherless families , and the mother was
presumed to have more knowledge of the child's specific behaviors.
Appointments were made to interview the parents at home.
Only one of the research pair presented the questionnaire,
but each scaled separately during the inte-rview.

The other team

member presented the ques tionnaire 'with the next family, all pairs
following this prac tice of alternating the presentation.

The same

pairs remained team.s throughout theprojec t as we reasoned that
although varied com.binations of pairs would provide further data
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for reliability studies, our limited time prevented analysis of
numerous combina tions .

Statement of Hypotheses

The six summary ratings for each child were used to test the
issues to .be demonstrated stated in the opening of this chapter .
(l) "Will different workers corne up with different results, " was

treated in two sub-hypotheses of the general researchhypothes·is.
These stated in null form were:
H o : There is no difference be tween two Eriksonianorienteds·ocial worker·s in their observation of the
same pre-school children.
H o : There is no difference among sets of Eriksonianoriented social workers in their observations of different pre-school children.
Statistical comparisons of the ratings given by each worker
were made to tes t these hypotheses .

Reliability over sources was

tested by comparing-scores given£rom records, observations, and
interviews.

The sub-hypothesis was:

H o : There is no difference between the observations
and records or between the observations and parents
or between the records and parents.
Whether children could be identified as resolving a particular
stage, was tes ted by comparing the scores given for each s tagewith
the assumption that the child would rate differently in each.stage.
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The quantification of Eriksonian concepts enables the
char ting of a child's developmental trend and supports
.Erikson's theory that a child must resolve the earlier
stages before subsequent stages can be resolved.
H o : ·Scores of Stage I

= II = III = IV

HI: Scores of Stage I > II > III > IV
Using the scale brought out that raters found that with certain
questions a low score indicated greater development.

These ques-

tions were noted and itwas decided to give them reverse scores in
computing a developmental average.

An example was number four:

How upset does he get when mother leaves him.?

Other questions

with reversed scores were 5, 6, 7, 8, 17, 18 ~ ,19 and 20.
Our third question, whether an ins trument could be developed
as a diagn,os tic tool, was tes ted by the above comparisons and

~lso

by a m.easure of internal validity, comparing component ques tions
against the global questions.

Stated in null form, the sub-hypothesis

was:
H o : There is no relationship between global and
s elec ted que s tions .

Tabulation and Statis tics

Each pair of observers tabulated its own judgments.

The

inferential statistics were done independently with one person
calculating and a second, checking.

Non-parametric statistics
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were planned because the distributions were unknown and because
the scale had s otne ordinal proper ties.

We used a non-para!lle tric

t tes t, a tnore conservative tes t than theparatnetric t. tes t.
In prepar·ing the report, responsibility for each chapter was
assigned toone individual, with all tnetnbers tnaking suggestions
for the las t chapter and cooperating in collating chapters .
Since this was a beginning study directed toward tes ting ·a
cotnplex theory with tnany variables and setnantic difficulties,
further hypotheses developed out of inspection of the data.
will be treated .inthefollowing chapter.

These

CHAPTER IV

FINDINGS

Description of the Children

The project was originally set up to study two groups of pres'chool children with Eriksonian concepts as the model base.

The

experimental group of eight was to be described as the culturally
deprive-d, and the control group of 13 was to represent the advantaged children.

However, it was found after all the data were

tabulated, that to proceed with this dichotomy would not be appropriate due to other uncontrolled variables.

Within the control group

were handicapped children (retardation, brain damage, physical
defec ts, and emotional upset) which would dis tort the differences
·in the two groups .

There was also one child in the experim.ental

group who was handicapped.
Therefore, the children were divided into three groups :

(1)

the "normal" children frqm advantaged homes, (2) the "normal"
children from culturally deprived homes, and (3) the handicapped
children from. both of the above types of homes. ,Each group had an
N = 7 for a total N =21.
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Hypotheses

The study attempted to prove three general hypotheses.

An-

other hypothesis (measuring movement in pre-school children over
time) had to be excluded because of lack of time.
e'X~mination oJ

What follows is an

each main hypothesis and the specific hypotheses

subsumed under them .

.Hypothesis #1

A set of social workers with a basic understanding of
Erikson's theory of developmental stages can use the
theory in a meaningful way to observe pre-school children.
We first wanted to determine the relationship between the
positiveflnd negative global ques tions.

For example, we thought

of "autonomy" (positive) versus "shame and doubt" (negative) as
be.ingona continuum.

A child high inauton,omy was expected to be

.low in shame and doubt.

"A

Therefore, our hypothesis was stated:

high positive score would mean a low negative score and vice

versa," and a high negative correlation was expected.

The first

stage was not tested since we had eliminated the negative question
concerning.mis trus t.

The other three stages showed the following

Spearman rank correlation coefficients (rho) in Table I.
We were searching for any bias the handicapped may have
given the firs t correlations.

The social workers thought that it was
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TABLE I
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE GLOBAL
QUESTIONS BASED ON SOCIAL WORKER
OBSERVATIONAL MEANS
Social Workerl

Stages

Pairs

II

-

III

IV

1

-

.10

.90>:<

+.40 +.30>:<

-.14 +.30>:<

,2

-

.86 -1 .00>:<

-.74 -. 57>:<

-.57 -'. 90>:<

3

-1.00 -1 . 00>:<

-.06 -/-.20>:<

+.21 -.68>:<

>:<Handica,.pped children excluded .

difficult to observe, say, sham.e and doubt in a handicapped child,
and so the child was not given a high negative score.

There was an

increase in negative correlations when the handicapped were exeluded, but the conclusions are of unce'rtain overall significance.
Based on the coefficients, the hypothesis was not proven true.
However, there were significant im.plications with respect to
Stage'II.

The hypothesis could be res tated:

"As the child grows

older and passes from. one stage to the next according to his age, a
high positive score would m.ean a low negative score (and conversely)
on stages the child has passed through." All of the children;in,the
advantaged and deprived groups were between ages three and five
thus placing them. in Stage III.

Therefore, according to the above

hypothesis, Stage II had been passed through (and correlates highly)
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and Stage III was being worked on (and correlates little).
The decision was made"

despite the nonsignificant results,

that the positive global questions (i. e., trust, autonomy, initiative,
and indus try) would be used to tes t the firs t lllain hypothesis.

We

eliminated the negative ques tions and preferred to view the children
from a positive aspec t.
Next, we wanted to deternline which set of the data should be
used as a basis for s tatis tical measurements.

We could not run

comple te tes ts on all of the da ta, becaus e of time, and needed to
conclude whether to use (1) observations, (2) records, or (3) parents.

We expected to find that the observations would betterrepre-

sent our study since all observations were based on our perceptions
of. the children within an Eriksonian framework.

The records had

proven to be inadequate and resulted in our not answering ,many
questions.

We did not expect the parents to correlate significantly

with the observations since their understanding of Erikson would be
nil.

Our null hypothesis was stated:

"There is no significant dif-

ference,between the observations and records or between the observations and parents or between the records and parents. "
As a firs t approximation, Wilcoxons were computed between
these three groups of data since sign tests did not reflect quantitative variances.

Seven questions were

the three nega tive global ques tions.

used-~the

four positive and

Since many ques tions were not
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answered from. the records and since one parent was not interviewed,
theWilcoxons ,were inconclusive.

Briefly they showed the null hy-

pothesis for observations and records accepted 11 tim.es and rejected
once;, for observations and parents, accepted ten and rejec ted three;
for records and parents, accepted five and rejec ted once.

Thirty-

two Wilcoxons could not be com.puted.
Rho was then calculated for each social worker pair us;ing only
the four pos itive global ques tions.

There were 12 coefficients to

test each null hypothesis with Table II sUITIm.arizing the results.

TABLE II
RELA TIONSHIP BETWEEN DA TA SOURCES
Coefficients
Data

Range

Md

df

p

'H o

Observations /Records

- . 3 1 to

+1 . 00

+. 8 2

5

<. 05

R e jec t

Observations /Parents

- . 35 to

+ . 98

+. 52

5

>. 05

Ace e p t

Records / Parents

- . 29 to

+ . 67

+. 34

5

> . 05

Ace e p t

Since the null hypotheses were with respect to zero correlation, ,it would appear that professional observations were significantly reliable, whereas parental responses should be regarded with
skepticism..

The records were not com.piled with Eriksonian con-

ceptsin m.ind but contained sufficient inforrnationnevertheless
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for an Eriksonian analysis.
Partially based on these tes ts, the observations were chosen
as the primary source of data.

Although records correlated highly

with observations, the records were too incomplete to be useful.
The high correlation may have also been influenced by the order of
da ta coHee tion, i. e., obs erva tions preceded the records l study.,
The parents, also subsequent to observations, correlated low with
observations.

This could be due to parental bias toward their

children, inability to cqmpare their child with the "average", and
lack of knowledge of Erikson.
The correlations were more significant for Stages II and III
with the firs t and fourth stages showing the lowes t coefficients.
(Mean coefficients for -Stages I through IV were, respec tively, +.42,
+.62, +.53, +.29.) Despite the parents' low correlations withobservations and records, their personal knowledge of their children
.did provide some impor tant insights which will be mentioned later.
Tables IV and V fur ther illus tra te par ent reliabili ty.
The intra- as well as inter -pair reliability pointed to two
more specific null hypotheses.

(l) There is no difference between two· Eriksonianoriented social workers in their observations of the
same pre-school cq.ildr'en. (intra-pair reliability)
(2) There is no difference among sets of Eriksonianoriented social workers in their observations of different
pre-school children. (inter -pair reliability)
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Intra-Pair 'Reliability

Again we used the Wilcoxon test as an ,initial ITleasurement.
The results were inconclusive but were indicatory.

A t the. 05 level

for a two-tailed test, the critical value for N = 7 is 2.

Social Worker

Pair One accepted 15 and rejected two null hypotheses (for the .four
positive and three negative global gues tions).
and rejected eight.

Pair Two accepted six

Pair Three accepted 14 and rejected four .

. Fourteen .Wilcoxons could not be cOITlputed.

TheWilcoxons sup-

ported our previous decision not to rely on the records with seven
acceptances and sevenrejec tions within the three observer· pairs.
Intra-pair reliability on the observations showed 16 acceptances and
five rejec tions.

With parents, 12 acceptances and two rejec tions

were shown. _High intra-pair reliability was expected on the parent
interviews since observer judgments were ITlade essentiallyfroITl
the parents' words andn.ot more diverse behavior .
. To take a closerlook at the intra-pair reliability, rho was
calcula ted.

This tes t examined only the four positive global gues-

tions and Table III illus tra tes the resul ts .
In examining the coefficients in greater detail, it was dete-rITlined again that the parental data were not as reliable on Stages I
and IV as with the two ITliddle stages.

The lack of reliability is

transm.itted to the interviewers (who must m.ark the answers), and
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TABLE III
INTRA-PAIR RELIABILITY
Bocial Worker

Data

Pairs

Obs erva tions

Records

Parents

1

+.5.7

+.5.1

+.77

2

+.56

+.47

+.67

3

+.84

+.97

+.84

consequently causes them to be less reliable.

However, generally

the parents showed more reliability than observations and records,
due agqin to jes s ambiguity in unders tanding words than in understanding ·behavior.
The records were almos t as reliable as the obs ervations .
But this, as s ta ted before, could be due to prior obs erva tional
knowledge of the child.

Many records had only a paragraph or two

in them. and were difficult to use for our Eriksonian-orientedquestions.

The children with greaterproblems--emotional, brain

damaged, etc. - -had m.uch more

volumi~ous

files.

There was no

analysis done of the relationship between Jarger files and higher
correlation.
The reliahility of Social Worker Pair Three was m.uch .higher
than the other pairs.

Their suspiciously high coefficients were dis-

cussed to determ.inewhether they had reached consensus on some

of their perceptions . . It was ascertained that Pair Three arrived at
their scores independently.

Pair One had talked about the cases

most, and Pair Two, which had the least intra-pair agreement, was
s.omewhere in between. ·Ac tually, discussion was minimal for all
three pairs, but occasionally confus.ions were resolved before a
final judgment was made.
In investigating the coefficients for the observations, Pair
Three showed a significant relationship (with N = 7) at thep
leve·!.

< .. 05

The other two pairs were not reliable at that level.
It was a very complex matter to ascertain, at this point, why

the reliabili ty was not higher . . However, is the reliability achieved
high enough? At wha t level .of c onfidenc e should soc ial wor ker s
with

s~milar

training be expec ted to agree on clinical judgments?

W.ewould tentatively conclude that the discrepancies in judgments
were not unusual for this field .
We might speculate that higher reliahility was reduced by our
different understandings of Erikson, inadequate training sessions,
confus·ion over what a piece of behavior meant, the tendency of one
social worker to be more generous than another in rating, the scale
used, the small number of observations, or the lack of precis·ion,in
the concepts themselves.
We found that as a pair observed a child more times, they
came closer to each other in agreement.

The variations in rating
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scores for a given child were likely to be very far apart after the
first observation.
tion decreased.

As the number of observations grew, the varia-

Whether the variation would continue to decrease

is something for additional research, but would be expected.
much simpler to rate a child 1-10 or 1-4 than 0-100.

It is

However, we

desired m.ore precision and wanted Erikson's theory subjec ted to a
conservative and scrupulousanalysis.
We would want to be very careful about categorizing a child
via four obs erva tions and this points to the importance ofmore
observations as well as information from case records and parents.
Since the coefficients were not high enough, we mus t be dubious
about the statement or conclusion .of any single social worker.
Because the correlations of two of the three pairs was not
high enough at the. 05 confidence level to us e their -independent,
individual observations, the null hypothesis must be rejected.Ip
the remainder of the study where appropriate the means of observations will be used on the grounds that the means of paired ormultiple obs erva tions ar e clos er to the uni ver sal mean than any of the
ob s erva tions on the average, and can be trea ted ar i thrne ticall y.
Tests of inter-pair reliability and others justified pragmatically
the use of central measures.
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Inter -Pair Reliability

It was in1portant to ascertain whether different sets of social
workers could use Erikson in a consis tent way.

To accept H

o

could

in1plythat other workersITlight reliably observe pre-school children.
The extrapolation to teachers, nursery school aides, and others who
deal with children could also be of significant value.
The extension of the n1edian test was used to give an initial
idea of reliability.

Tests were done on three sources of data:

observations (global questions); observations (selected questions);
and parents.

The median of the correc ted scores (raw score divided

by age) of the entire group was used.

The chi squares for these
With d. f. = 2, the

three sources were. 429, .429, and. 286.
probability under-H

o

that chi square would be equal to or above

these figures would be between. 90 and. 80.

Thus, H

o

was accept-

ed . . However, since the theoretical frequency was so low (3.5 for
each cell), the testis in the sense of the sum of squared differences.
P is obviously high enough to accept the null hypothesis at the. 05
level for the test, but reliability was in doubt.
Therefore, the extension of the median test was done with
expanded da ta.

The correc ted ratings of all the children for

.-5 tages I-IV were ordered (N = 84) with a comITlon median of 8. 93.

With d. f. = 2 and cell expec ta tions of 14, X

2

= 3. 70 was calculated.
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The .probability of occurrence was between. 20 and .. 10.

Assuming

a level of significance at .05 or less, the null hypothesis was not
rejected.

Pair Two rated their children higher than the other two

pairs, and the chi squares were increased because of this.

The

reas ons for this include (0 ther than pas s.ible gener al ove-rra ting)
two advantaged children and two handicapped children who were
rated at the top of their respective groups.

Further examinations

of fac tors will be undertaken when the third general hypothes·isis
examined.
Theselec ted questions, utilized to ,measure inter-pair reliability, were used to test another question.

Could we accurately and

r'eliablyperceive children, with only the clinical, global questions?
Group consensus based on Erikson's assessments determined which
would be our selected questions: Stage I-I, 2, 8; Stage 11-10, 16,
20; Stage 111-25, 27,29; Stage IV-32, 33.

"Parent" will continue

to reflec t the parents ' answers to the four positive global ques Hans.
Table'IV illustrates the association between global (clinical) and
selected ,perceptions as well as between global and parent.
Rho for the entire sample of N

= 21

(using corrected scores)

was +.93 for the global-selected questions and +.63 Jar globalparent.

The +.93 is significant at the p < .01 level (as is themean

coefficient of +.70) and therefore rejects the null hypothesis that
there is no relationship between global and selected questions.
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TABLE IV
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN GLOBAL AND SELECTED
QUESTIONS AND BETWEEN GLOBAL AND
PARENT QUESTIONS
Rho from. Raw Scores of Stages
Groups

Global-Parent

Global-Selec ted
I

II

III

I

IV

Advantaged

+.97 +.72 +.99 + .93

Deprived

-.21

Handicapped

+.85 +.07 +.87 +1.00

+.43 +.86 + .93

III

IV

+.50 +.29 +.78 +.68
-.09 +.09

-.09 -. 14

+.22 +.10 +.64 +.54

. for total
group N = 2'1
>:~

II

+. 30>:~

Means reflec t direc tionand attenuate coefficients.

Consequently, there is a short cut to observing children.
Tables VII and VIII also illustrate the s:im.ilarity between
s elec ted and global ques tions .

It is expec ted tha t the global and

selec ted perceptions represent the sam.e population of ques tion
m.eanings.Using a two-tailed test,
m.eanswith p > . 50, H

o

t = .19 for the global-selected

was accepted.

global-parent m.eans with p < .05,H

o

Likewise, t = 2. 07 for the
was rejected.

The global-selected coefficients in Table IV as a whole are
high but there are exceptions.

It is noted that coefficients are

-lower for the deprived group, and this extends to the global-parent
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coefficients.

This could be improved upon by s tatis tically correla-

ting all ques tions to determine which have the highes t associations.
Our s elec tion by cons ensus was nee es s ita ted by a time fae tor.

The

relatively low coefficients in the deprived group could indicate other
variables, and this will be elabora ted on under the second general
hypothesis.

There are also other ques tions which will arise later

concerning similarities and differences of the global, selected, and
parent perceptions.

A t this point, not only did we feel jus tified to

consider the global ques tions as the most accurate and reliable way
to perceive a child, but the sign tes t suppor ted our conclusion.
The sign tes t was employed to tes t the hypothesis tha t, "The
quantification of Eriksonian concepts enables the charting of a
child's developmental trend and supports Erikson's theory that a
child must resolve the earlier stages before subsequent stages ,can
be resolved. "

Thus, H

a

would say there is no difference between

Stages'I,II, III, IV. ,HI is:

I>II>III>IV.

Table V again points to additional study needed on the selected
ques tions.

The global significance levels in general support Erik-

son's theory and would indicate that chance factors are not operating.
If we reduce the ,precision by tes ting I > III, then ,p ,= .001.
Eliminating the handicapped children from N decreases theprobability in two-thirds of the significance levels, bu.t the specific
e£fects of the handicapped onp are inconclusive.
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TABLE V
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN STAGES I, II, II!, AND IV

Data

S ignificanc e Levels
(one - ta iled ,tes ts )

N~:~

I ,> I!

II > II!

III > IV

1',-> II!

Global

21

.095

A

.021

R

.013

R

.001

,R

Selec ted

2.1

.192

A

.001

R

.820

A

.001

:R

Parents

20

.032

R

.324

A

.588

A

.058

D

A
R
D
~:~

= AcceptHo
= Reject
= Doubtful

at .05 level

N is reduced by ties

Another way to test the association between the stages is to
compute rho between the children's rank in two adjacent stages.
This does not test I > II > III > IV.

However ,we would expect

-as a set that a child high or .low in one stage would

beproportiona~e.;.

.lyhigh or ·low in the next stage .. Rhos showed as socia tions for the
global judgments of t. 86 between I and II, t. 78 between ILand III,
and t. 70 between III and IV, all significant at thep

< .01 level.

The declining trend is probably due to the handicapped who do 'not
follow the pattern typical of the other groups.

(See Figures 1 and

2., pages 78 and 79. )
This finding is consistent with Erikson's general theory of
crisis resolution.

While not one of the major hypotheses , positive
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results have strengthened confidence in the related theory, whereas
negative results would have created difficulties in interpretation.
The final specific hypothesis for our firs t general hypothesis
is an attempt to test Erikson's impressions that, "As children
advance chronologically, they advance developmentally." Basic
relationships to be discuss ed are in the following table.

TABLE VI
ASSOCIA TION BETWEEN AGE AND RA W SCORE
Group Coefficients

Data

Handicappe~ .

Advantaged

Deprived

Total Group

Global

-< 36

+.93

+.85

. -.13

Selec ted

- • 2.1

+.90

+.85

-.03

Parents

-.03

-.12

+.78

-.37

We did not anticipate the high rank correlations we received
for the deprived and handicapped.

Erikson had said that the age

range for each stage was a very rough approximation.

We would

expect correlations to become higher if the sample involved a
larger disparity in ages.

However, in the advantaged group, the

ages ranged from 3 years 11 months to 4 years 11 months with
X = 4 years 5 months.

The deprived group ranged from 3 years

9 months to 4 years 10 months with X

=4

years 4 months.

The
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significantly high correlations (p < .05) for the handicapped are
more unders tandable s:inceages ranged from 4 years 8 months to
'7 years 3 months with X

=6

years 4 months.

The low coe.fficients for the advantaged can be explained by
looking at three exceptional children who were the younges t of their
group of seven and conversely had the highest developmental scores.
Rachel

1

was

4t years

old, an only child, and carne from an upper

middle class Negro 'family who lavished her with love and.1earning
situations.

Henry, age 4, was above average intellectually, ver-

bose, a "boy" gentleman, and had one sibling.

His parents were

bothprofess·ionally educated people although Mother did not work .
.Rose, age '3 ,years 9 months, carne from an .intellectual, religious
family, had .three siblings, was bright and skillful in her interpersonal relations.
The total group correlations showed no relationship, and this
was due to ranking· the ·young, advanced children with the older ,
handicapped children.

Further research :isindicated, but we would

expect that as the age range increased and the proportion of handicapped children were diluted or even elimina ted from the tes t tha t
high'positive correlations would result.
There were a sufficient number of statistically significant

1 All children's names will be pseudonyms .
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findings under the first general hypothesis to justify its acceptance,
with reservations.

Either consensual judgments should be used, as

commonly practiced in social work through staffings, or individual
reliability improved.

There is correspondence between the Er·ik-

sonianmodel and empirical observations, and there is evidence of
internal consistency, but the validity is not as 'high as desired,
bas ed on this single study.

A ra tionale is needed for predic ting

the exceptions to ,the general rules found inaconsiderableproprotionaf cases.

Hypothesis #2

Er·ikson's theory of developmental stages can be used to
differentiate be tween advantaged , deprived, andhandicapped childr en.
We would expec t to find tha t H
HI: A> D >H.

o

would be rejec ted in favor of

(Advantaged, Deprived, Handicapped)

Thepicture

that Table VII gives is that there ·is a difference betweenthe·handicapped and the other two groups.
Now, Table VIII will examine the significance of difference
between :the threechildren1s groups .
.Since there is nota significant

difference~between theadvan-

taged and deprived, which ,is contrary to what we expec ted, we can
suggest that the pre-school program was of benefit to the deprived.
It would beint.ere-s ting to determine the association between the
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TABLE VII
MEANS OF CORRECTED SCORES

Groups

N

Mean,Scores

Md.
Age

Global

Selec ted

Parents

Advantaged

7

4-4

46.5

44.1

63.5

Deprived

7

4-6

44.5

4-1.8

>:<52.4

·Handicapped

7

6-8

21.5

24.8

30.1

21

4-8

37.5

36.6

>:<>:< 48. 5

Total Group
~<
>:<~:<

=

N
6
N ::: 20

deprived child's duration ,in the program and his developmental
level.

The tests could also suggest some real strengths in the par-

ents of deprived children.
Despite the low means of the handicapped, it should not be
infer red .tha t the program did no t benefi t them.

For example,

Emma, age 5 years 5 months, could not walk orta.lk when she
came several months before.

She now had a vocabulary of several

wordsandc.ould walk almos t as well as any child her age.

Paul,

age 6 years one month, was also purported to have made significant
gains, though he came as a child with severe emotional problem.s
and brain damage under five kinds o'fmedica tion.
The parental overratings or social worker underratings were

TABLE VIII
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE THREE GROUPS IN RESPECT TO
GLOBAL, .SELECTED, AND PARENT PERCEPTIONS

Groups
p

Exact
-_.p

> .50

.36

-

A

.33

t

Parents

Selec ted

Global
H

0

A-D

.27

D-·H

5.93

< .001

. 01

-R

H-A

3.31

< .005

. 01

R

t

Exact

P

P

H

Exact

t

P

1 . 52

> .05

0

> .50

.36

-A

~~

6.70

< .001

. 001

-

R

~:~3

3.69

< .005

. 01

R

P
~~.

H

0

31

A

. 68

< .005

.02

R

6.18

< .001

. 001

R

One - tailed t tes ts
~:~N

= 13;

otherwiseN

= 14

-"J
-J
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not only exemplified by Table VII and Table V, but also by thefollowing graphs .

It is interes ting to note that Table VII indicates the

100
90
80 7,0
Mean
Raw
Scores

60 -

A

50 40 -

3.0
20 10

0
I

II

III

IV

,Stages
Figure 1.

Global perceptions for the advantaged, .handicapped, and
deprived.

advantaged parents rate their children .muchhigher than do 'parents
of the deprived or handicapped.

Perhaps the parents of the deprived

are more realis tic, or -lower their 'ratings due to their infer·iority
. feelings toward their enviromnent, themselves, or their children.
The parents of the handicapped group may evidence their knowledge
that their child does have problems , rather than denial of problems.
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:Stages
.Figure2.

Parents' perceptions for advantaged, handicapped, and
deprived.

The children also 1l1ay show behavior differences betweenho1l1e and
peer group settings.
The elevated ratings of the parents m.ay be due to the children's increased security in thehom.e, social worker bias, ambiguous questions, parental overemphasis of the child's enhancem.ent
from nursery school, or parental hesitancy to rate their children
as low as they should be.

Wesuspec t the latter reason.

The rationale for using raw scores , rather than correc ted
scores, on the graphs is based on the principle that Erikson's
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II

III

IV

Stages
Figure 3.

Means of global, selected, and parents .

. stages do not progress in arithmetical proportion with a person's
age.

There needs to be a weighting sys tern to correc t for the errors

.that arise from both corrected scores and raw scores.

Er·ikson's

firs t four stages cover about 11 years whereas the las t four cover
the balance of life--say 60 years.

Likewise, a child of six months

who is essentially in Stage I with a total raw score of, say, 60 would
have a corrected score of 120 (60

f

.5).

Compare this to a l 0 year

old who has a total raw score of 380 and a corrected score of 38
(380 + 10).

We did not delve into the complex and time consuming
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problem of weighting and jus tified the simplified methods by the
relatively small age range , asa firs t approximation.
The most straightforward explanation of failure to dis tinguish
between advantaged and deprived is that there were no significant
statistical differences to be distinguished.

In this case, it is not a

tes t of Eriksonian developmentaJ hypothes es .
When we take a look at the next general hypothes·is (which is
actually an extension of this one), we will see other possible reasons why there was no significant differentiation between the advantaged and deprived groups.

This will be explicated through a few

diagnostic comparisons on certain children .

.Hypothesis #3

Erikson,ls theory of developmental stages can be used
diagnos tically as a manifes ta tion of a child I s developmental level and/or problem area.
This hypothesis leads to a search for an .ins trument which
can discriminate between children and thus enable earlier discovery
of proble:ms and their treatment.

This is a very co:mplex hypothesis

to endeavor to prove and what we have discovered was highly provisional.

First, we wished to determine if the stage of a child

could be deter:mined, or the s tagea child has las t resolved.
Table I, which was discussed earlier, may supply insights ·into
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the stage a child is in through the correlation of negative andpositive questions.
ltm.ay be said that the person's age is sufficient to ,place him.
ina stage.

Forexam.ple, a typical boy of 15 who has never resolved

thecris·is of trus t vs. m.is trus t is not neces sarily in that earlier
stage.

He has moved on despite his incapabilities to resolve any

crises.

However, we are not r-eallyinteres ted in whether he is in

,Stage I or Stage V, but rather where he is developm.entally.
is the delinquent fixated ?

Where

Which stage, if any, prede termineshis

propensity towards delinquency?
In examining Figure ·1, we could arbitrarily say. that since any
developmental crisis is ona continuum, 50 represents the demarcation line.

Therefore, when :the child has progressed above 50, he

.is then on the plus sideo! the crisis.

As a child moves above 50 ,

he concomitantly moves into the subsequent stage.
that a child is never solely in one stage.)

(It is recognized

Figure 1 would then

demonstrate that the advantaged and deprived groups are in ,Stage III,
and the handicapped group is still in ,Stage 1.

The only thing wrong

with this is that the handicapped are not in .Stagel and despite their
less than 50 scores, they are going on to other stages.

Consequent-

ly, Figure 1 does better when it is used to clarify which stages have
been resolved--not which stage a child is in.
What is a proper resolution ,score? Although 51 is above the
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division line, it should not be assumed that a child with this score
has resolved a given stage.

Much additional research ,is needed to

pinpoint what a "resolution score" is.
50 in Stage I was 65.6.

The X of 13 children above

Nine of these same children were above 5.0

in Stage II and the ·X was 63.8.

The X in Figure 3 reflects N = 21

and is distorted becauseo£ eight children who were below 50 in
Stage I, and so on.

Without deciding what a "resolution.score" is,

we can nevertheless look at some examples of childrenjn Table IX.

TABLE IX
DEVELOPMENTAL GLOBAL RA W SCORES FOR
SELECTED CHILDREN

Child

Age

Stages

Group
I

II

III

IV

Jacob

4-9

A

64

67

47

39

Allan

4-8

A

43

38

33

24

Alice

7-2

H

66

65

60

47

George

6-8

H

26

29

43

53

Betty

3-11

D

60

34

18

11

Andy

4-11

D

60

64

64

44

It would appear, by tentative approximation, that Jacob has
resol vedthefirs t two stages and is now working mainly on the third.
The diagnos tic statement on Jacob reflec ts a healthy emotional,
environmental, and physical s·ituation.
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George, who is em.otionally and physically handicapped, defies
our hypothesis that I > II> III > IV.
to ,this.

In fact his scores are inverse

Rex, a retarded boy, has a similar .pattern.

Figure 2 which tends to 'support thehandicappeds

r,

Also notice

inverse .pattern.

Does this indicate some handicapped children can resolve su,bsequent s tagesif previous ones are unresolved?

None of theadvan-

taged or deprived children .had an ,inversepa ttern •. Can we then
hypothes·izethat aninverse .pattern suggests .probleTIls?

Or could

it represent overcompensation,in a later stage?
Alice is a .retarded child whose hyperactivity ,is controlled ,by
TIledication.

This medication brings up another point.

Since our

obs'ervations were done 'with no knowledge of a child1s s,ituation, we
would not be aware ·of medication ,or other ·latent unusual circumstances.

Paul was another child on ,medication whose scores were

,TIlis·representative.

Of course, ,inprac tice a social worker should

not be ignorant of these extraneous vicissitudes • AliceexeTIlplifies
a child TIlovingalong developTIlentally very well.

However, the

diagnostic s ta teTIlents ·indicateparental rejection, poor 'peerinvolveTIlent, ,and impulsive behavior.

FauPs diagnos tic statement com.-

pared m.ore a.ccurately with his oscillating pattern.
To really. know whether developmenta.! scores can intimate
sOTIlething diagnos tic ally will require extensive em.pirical studies.
Our sTIlal1 study s'trongly suggests the diagnostic possibilities.
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We have discussed some of the super-ior children previously.
Table VII has shown the global means of the various groups.

Allan,

an advantaged child, had a score of 29.1 which was 17 .4 below the
'advantagedgroup's mean.

Table IX reflects his global raw scores,

indicating that no stages· had been resolved.
tionsuggests his problem.

His diagnos tic descr.ip-

Allan was sITlall, laconic, vacillating,

and had poor peer relationships .

He -avoided adults and was

sus~

pee ted ,of iITlitatinghis older retarded sis ter, thus retarding his

o~n

developITlent.
EITlma had the lowest correc ted sco,re, 6. 0, of the ·21 children.

Her severe handicaps were largely undiagnosed, but brain

daTIlage, .eITlotional problems, and retardation were all possibilities.
Betty, a deprived child, had a scoreo! 3'1.3, 13.2 below her
group'sTIlean.

Her "Scores in Table IX sugg.est trouble in Stage II.

Her diagnos tic dese ription indica teda.low incoTIle· hOTIle and six
siblings, ,mos t of whoTIl were ·handicapped in various ways.

She was

quiet, observing, and passive.
Iris, age 4 years· 10 ITlonths , ,had a· score 13. 5 points below
theTIlean .of her advantaged group . . Her pattern also pointed to
.trouble with autonomy vs. shaITle and doubt.

She was a quiet,

languid child who avoided the group activities and occasionally
sue ked her thuITlb.
Randy, 4 years 4 ITlonths, scored .z0. 8 under -his advantaged
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group's m.ean.

He was withdrawn, inactive, and shy.

at least of average·intelligence.

He seem.ed

Here was an instance where the

m.other provided fur ther ins ights and direc ted our a ttention to anI

other difficulty with brief observational periods.

Although the

m.other overrated her child as did every other parent, she did indicate thatRandyhad been going through an extrem.ely defiant period
for the pas t few m.onths.
m.odel child.

Prior to .this tim.e, ,Randy had been·a

So thewell-adjus ted child observed ina tem.porary

regressive state is not justly represented developm.entally.

Of

course, it was also significant that the regression m.anifesteditself
quantitatively.

What we really did not know is whether theregres-

sionwastemporary or the sign of a deeper long-term. problem..
This is why observationsper-iodically over tim.ewould be very
,im.por tanto
We would tentatively conclude that the quantitative developm.ental level of a child has indicated som.ethingdiagnos tically.

We

have seen where deficiencies in the advantaged group have shown
up.

This may also partially explain why our hypothesis of A > ·D

was not proven.
The quantitative score has been .inlinewith m.oreextensive
qualitative -profiles.

A quantitative deviation has discrim.inated

between problem. areas andnorm.al or superior developm.ent.
Norm.s based on a sufficiently.largepopulation and m.ore
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sophis ticated

w'e~ghting techniques,:

'if not spe'cific item,s, would give

no less satisfactory results.
Both the scale score and Eriksonian theory were shown to be
empirically useful in directing attention to some problem associated with the concept of stages.

The type or locus of problem is of

course a subjec t for fur ther inquiry.

Summary

The findings of this research project provide tentative support
to the three general hypotheses.

We sought to discover (l) whether

Eriksonian concepts could be used meaningfully to observe preschool children, (2) whether groups of children could be differentiated, and (3) whether the instrument could be used diagnostically.
Although results were inconclusive , they were promising.
Our larges t concern was whether similarly trained social
workers could reliably observe children.

The content validity of

the questionnaire was of significance here and further analysis of
the various criteria is warranted.

The findings under the second

hypothesis and especially the third justified an inference of potential
validity.

That is, the questionnaire appeared to measure what it set

out to measure.

We were able to quantify a child's developmental

level and uncover clues of his growth or lack of growth.
diagnos tic confirmation supported this quantification.

Independent

One
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significance of this is that once aware of developmental deficiencies
ina child, emphasis can be appropriately 'placed and treatnlent
undertaken.

The possibility is also indicated that a relatively

s-impleins trument can ,be developed for referring children with
pro.blems, someo'f which areunreco.gnized by parents or other

The questionnaire ·is not an esoteric one, but its applicability
. for teachers and others is yet unknown.

We realize the importance

o'f teachers, parents, aides, and others in this endeavor to judge
children's -levels.

The teacher , for example, will know a child well

by way of the child's school enviromnent and how heinterac ts with
others.

The parents can provide hints to concealedc·harac teris tics

and also ,guard against an outs.idepersonunderes timating a child.
It is realized that Eriks,on's theory is much more complex
than our .findings ·indicate .

However, we have tried to keep the

study at a manageable level.
~ble

In keeping theprojec t on a research-

.level, we have not been able to suppress a multitude of queries

which have arisen from. thes tudy.
som.e of these.

The next chapter 'will outline

CHAPTER V

CRITIQUE

Summary

This was a basic research study which ITlarked the ·first
atteITlptwe could find to operationalize and s,ubject Erikson's concepts to empirical study.

The research was undertaken in part be-

cause of conflict of opinion about the reliability of psychoanalytic
theories such as ,Erikson's.

Since Erikson was widely used in

.social work practice.it was felt it would iITlprovepractice if certain
:hypotheses related to his theory could be demons trated.

It was fur-

therfelt that if a measuring ins trUITlent using Erikson's concepts
could be developed, its use could be extended to others involved
with children.
Such an endeavor was consonant with the eITlphasis contemporaneously placed by the various "helping" professions on pred,ic.tiveandpreventive studies.

ConcO,ITlitant with the eITlpirical study

was an .inquiryinto the benefits which accrue to culturally deprived
children through involveITlent in a pre-school program.
A schedule was developed using Erikson's developITlental concepts.

A group of six social work students, operating 'in pairs ,

used this instruITlent as they gathered data froITl three sources--
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field observations, case records, and parent interviews.

Data

gathered from these sources were the basis for statistical analysis.
The population observed were 21 children .involvedina.preschool enrichment projec t.

The children were divided equaily into

three groups : children from advantaged homes ; children from deprivedhomes; andha'ndicapped children from both types of homes.
Three general hypotheses were developed to answer the questions --could a group of social workers, using Erikson's developmental theories as their frame of reference, observe children with
.similar results; could children be identified as resolving a particular stage or crisis; could an ins trument be developed asa diagnos tic
tool? A number of sub-hypotheses were develbped to tes t thegeneral hypotheses.

Resum.~ of the Findings

Findings, while not apocalyptic, were sugges tiveand appeared
to substantiate Erikson's theory.

Perhaps moreim.portant for this

initial attem.pt at such a research endeavor many issues and questionswere ra.ised, and shortcomings disclosed, which might well
direct additional research in this area.
Tests of the first hypothesis indicated that Erikson can be
quantified and used to observe behavior .
. the problem of low observer reliability.

A m.ajor difficulty was
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Additional findings related to the first hypothesis indicated
that by using selected, global questions, mean clinical judgments
based on short-time observations were reliable and consistent with
expectations.

This would indicate that there is a

It s hortcut"

to

observing significant traits of children . . Erikson's concepts can be
quantified and used to chart a child's developmental trend.

There

·was support for Erikson's theory that a child must resolve the
earlier stages before subsequent stages can ,be well resolved.
From the second hypothesis it was demons tratedthat Er·ikson's theor.y of developmental stages empirically differentiated
among advantaged, deprived, and handicapped children with s tatistical significance.

S ta tis tical analysis indicated Ii ttle s ignificanc e

between the scores of advantaged and deprived children.

While

being aware the ins trument could be as equally responsible for any
lack of significant differences between groups this would suggest
that thepre-schoc>l program had had a positive influence on the
development of the deprived child.

There was a marked difference

between the handicapped and the other two groups.
While the findings were not conclusive there were indications
that Erikson's theory 0.£ developmental stages could be used diagnos tically to determine a child's developmental level and presence
of a problem.

In many instances scores correlated with independent

diagnos tic descriptions of children.

The quantitative developmental
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level of a child did have' diagnostic significance.
individual deficiencies in the advantaged group.

Data demonstrated
While it was diffi-

cult to determine frQm the global score what was the specific problem, it is im.portant, diagnostically, that a low score indicated
something was wrong .
In this study at least, it was indicated that neither a trained
clinical observer, a parent nor records could be reliably trus ted as
closely approximating a child's level of development.

A concensus

or central tendency, a trained observer, the records and las t, the
'parent of anon-superior child would be closer to theoretical criteria
in descending order.

Limitations of the Study

Before accepting these conclusions limitations of. the study
must be considered .
The absence of previous studies of Erikson's concepts and
empirical study of psychoanalytic theory in general made this .initial
attempt exploratory in nature.
While a major fac tor in this study, the low observer reliabilitymay not have been as limiting as appeared in the various statistical meas,ures.
factors.

Variation was seen to be attributable to controllable

Some of these are indicated in our assessment of those var-

iableswe considered les s well controlled than they could .have been.
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Among individual group members there were different interpretations of Erikson.

While ostensibly there was group consensus

over the terminology, differences nevertheless occurred over interpreting a ,particular behavior.

This was due inconsiderable part to

an abstract nature of Erikson's concepts which made it difficult to
reduce them to manageable operational definitions.

At one point the

older handicapped children were included with the young, . advanced
children.

The group suspec ted that this may have been a significant

factor in the lack of groupcorrelation,in.testingErikson's impressionthat lias children advance chronologically they advance developmentally. "
There was insufficient training and preparation for the ac tual
observations.

Only one thirty minute observation period was ar-

ranged as a pre-test.
abandoned, was used.

At this time the first schedule, subsequently
There was no subsequent field pre-test of

the ·final instrument before observations actually began.

There still

exis ted disparities over the meaning of behavior and use of the
·ins trument.
The children were observed only four separate times for 15
minutes.

Ratings changed from the first to the final observations.

Additional obs erva tions would resul t in a more s table mean.
Various problems arose related to the questionnaire used in
the study.

Some of the ques tions were ambiguous and could be
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100selyinterpre ted.

All ques tions were not of equal weight; due to

the time fac tor and lim.ited sam.ple it was not

feasibl~

to do a thor-

0ugh ,item analysis.
The ins trument was bas ed

01,1.

judgments of behavior . . It was

fel t by the gr.oup tha tit was no t pos sible to obs erve all relevant
behavior of active children.

Furthermore, all behavior occurs .in

.context, and theprojec t was unable to include or estimate the entire
context.
It would have been desirable to have before and afterm.easures

of development, a larger population, a larger number of observers
for each child, a larg·ernumber of observations, a better set of
records and a weighting of specific item.s.

Proposals for Further -Research

The problem of low observer reliability indicated the -need to
explore the differences due to the observers and the observed.
was no t pos sible wi thin the tim.e lim. i ts of this study.

This

In addition to

the matter of low observer reliability further research m.ight direct
itself to the ques tions:

is the reliability achieved ac tually high

enough on which to base treatment; at what level of confidence should
social workers, with similar training, be expected to agreeon.clinical judgments?
Observations over a longe-r period of time are needed m.ore
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accurately to reflec t change and developmental level.

This also

would allow the rather well-adjusted child, observed.in a temporary
regressive state, to resume his level of functioning.
While the case records, in general, contained insufficient
information. to make reliable judgments, data obtained from the few
records with detailed studies of a child did indicatehigh.inter-pair
reliability.

In the future an analysis could be m.adeof the relation-

ship between more ·yoluminous files and higher correlations.
Intra-pair. reliability on parent interviews indicated that the
·instrument could be meaningfully used by others n.ot necessarily
trained in Erikson when judgments are based on the verbal report
of. the parent rather than observer interpretation and quantification
of behavior.

Future study should concern .itself withtheques tion:

what conditions are sufficient for the use of such an ,ins trument by
teachers, nursery school aides, and others who deal with children?
Further research is indicated to demonstrate 'whether, as the
age range increases and the influence of the handicapped children
,is diluted, or even exc-luded from the tes t, high positive correlations
result.
In view of the lack of significance between the advantaged and
deprived children future study could explore the as socia tion between
the deprived child's duration in the program and his developmental
level.
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Future research might explore reasons for the disparity. in
ratings of social workers and parents', i. e., parents' overrating in
comparison to social workers.

Was this due to the child's increased

security in the home , social worker bias, ambiguous ques tions,
parental exaggeration of the child's acco;m.plishment in the preschool program, parental hesitancy to rate the child as low as he
ought to be rated---?
It was indicated that advantaged parents overrated their children much more than did the parents of the deprived or handicapped.
Are the parents of the deprived more realis tic or are the lower
ratings due to inferiority feelings toward themselves, their children, or environment?

Are parents of the handicapped group better

able to ac kn.owledge, rather than deny, problems of their children?
Is superiority afunc tion of the parental attitude?
More study is yet needed to assess the validity of using such
an ins trl+ment as adiagnos tic tool to de term.ine a child IS developm.ental level and/or problem area.

On the 100 point scale, used in

this study, it was not assumed that when a child had'progressed
beyond 5,0 he would "have sufficiently resolved the developmental
crisis inherent to that stage permitting him to move into the
subsequentdeve1oprnenta1 stage.

Further research,is required to

determine more prec·isely at what point on the scale a crisis is
actually met and resolved.
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A higher score for the firs t developmental stage, followed by
lower scores Jar subsequent stages ,was the usual pa ttern for the
advantaged and deprived children.

This pattern was reversed for

some handicapped children who were found to have a low score for
the firs t developmental stage and higher scores .for later develop ...
mental stages.

This reversal of scores for the handicapped chil-

dren ra_is es ques tions for future exploration.

Thes e include:

do

the inverse scores mean that handicapped children can,resolve subsequent s tagesif previous stages are unresolved; does an.inverse
pattern suggest problems; does an.inversepattern representovercompensation inaJater stage?

Value of this Study to the Field of Social Work

This study has possible vaJue especially for the field of
social work.
Our findings suggest that Erikson's theory can be applied in
a quantitative manner and used by social workers in observing
behavior and as a diagnos tic tool.

The discrepancies which emerged

among observers , however, make suspect thereliahility of judgments of individual social workers making statements in Eriksonian
.terms.

If, as our study sugges ts, a diagnos tic ins trument can be
devised, it would have value in the area of prevention as well as
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treatment.

Such an ,instrumentwould beof value to all those who

are involved with children and in a position to take remedial action
upon the detection of dysfunctional or maladaptive behavior .
. In showing the feasibility of an empirical relationship with a
theory previously considered unamenable to scientific treatment,
this research has made a basic contribution to the body of social
work knowledge.

The study marked an effort aITlong social workers

to refine .practice m.e thods and subjec t theITl to em.pirical tes t.

The

study has further value because the field of social work, an applied
science, is becoming more concerned about the application of the
scientific method.

To the extent that we have quantified what were

essentially qualitative theories,.a basic advancement of the scientific
rnethod has been applied, opening up a new dimension ,in the assessment and application of Eriksonian theory.
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RA TING SCHEDU LE

1.

How sure of himself is he?

2.

How comfortable is he with new people or situations?

3.

How much does he enjoy looking at things and hearing sounds?

4.

How upset does he get when mother leaves him?

5.

How often does he spit saliva or spit up food?

6.

How much does he overeat (too much or too often)?

7.

How often does he put things into his mouth?

8.

How much does he cry, pout, whine or whimper?

9.

How trusting is he?

10.

How much does he do things for himself?

11.

How often does he choose things for himself?

12.

How well does he control (a) bowel and (b) bladder?

13.

How well do you think he talks at this age?

14.

How much does he follow rules?

15.

How much does he tell others what to do?

16.

How much does he want things orderly or l'just so"?

1 7.

How much does he repeat the same thing again and again?

18.

How often does he give up on things he tries?

19.

How often does he cling to adults?

20.

How often, does he blush, hide his face, or turn away?
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21.

How much autonomy does he show?

22.

How much sh.flme and doubt does he have?

23.

How active is he?

24.

How curious- is he about sex?

25.

How freely does he enter into new experiences?

26.

How much does he imitate adults or make up games?

27.

How often does he ask questions?

28.

How much is he a"ble to share with othe rs?

29.

How often does he fight or argue?

30.

How much initiative does he show?

31.

How much guilt does he show?

32.

How hard-working is he in doing things?

33.

How much does he like to make things or complete work?

34.

How much does he like to work with others?

35. ,How muc? doe s he like to compete?
36.

How industrious is he?

37.

How much feeling of inferiority does he show?

